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The Editor's Uneasy Spleen
DONALD D. JACKSON, in a wit-piece called "A Brief History of Scholarly
Publishing.," begins: "5°,000 B.C. Stone Age publisher demands that all
manuscripts be double-spaced, and hacked on one side of stone only." The
chronology, including such items as "1916. First successful divorce case
based on failure of author to thank his wife, in the foreword of his book,
for typing the manuscript." is reprinted in Scholarly Books in America for
July 1966, a quarterly bibliography published by the Association of Ameri-
can University Presses, and delivered to the desk of almost every profes-
sional scholar in America. Don Jackson, editor of the University of Illinois
Press, besides entertaining his colleagues, has edited and annotated in two
volumes The Journals of Zebulon Montgomery Pike for the University of
Oklahoma Press. \
Book ~nd magazine publishers remain puzzled that,. with typewriters in
use one year short of a century, so many authors have not learned to set the
carriage return at two spaces, apparently unaware that editors and typeset-
ters breathe more easily with extra space between lines. Some of the most
experienced researchers have not discovered that thesis-style is not ms.-style,
and that everything, including poetry, quotations, footnotes, and bilr
liographies, should be double-spaced. The scholarly impedimenta demand
elaborate markings. for the printer, line-by-line proofreading, and are much
more difficult to set in type than the "straight matter" of ordinary text.
Indeed, the publishing profession continues to be astonished that the
same writers who would take offense if the plumber or electrician had not
read local safety regulations, blithely ignore rules put forth in every writers'
manual and magazine, not only to double-space mss., but to inscribe the
author's name and address on the first sheet, name and page number on
the following sheets, and enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope. To do
otherwise is to invite the same reception the housewife gives the salesman
who sticks a muddy foot in the door. To put one's soul on paper calls for a
highly developed ego, and the publishers' clan guesses that writers simply
do not know that thousands of other souls are sticking their muddy feet in
the same door. While authors may sense, in a vague way, that mss. by
other writers might be rejected, apparently they cannot believe that their
own brainchild might be coolly received for not following Washington's
rules of conduct.
Content and immortal prose are, of course, vital criteria, but many an
editor has read a weak ms. all the way through just because it was impec-
cably typed on good paper with margins wide enough to invite him to
continued on page 174
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(• TOM MAYER, born and reared in Santa Fe, New Mexico, is the author of
Bubble Gum and Kipling, a best-selling collection of short stories published
by Viking Press in 1964. He studied writing under Theodore Morrison
at Harvard and on" a grant from Stanford University's Creative Writing
Center with Wallace Stegner. Mr. Mayer's work has also appeared in The
New Yorker, Harper's, The Atlantic, The Saturday Evening Post, Playboy
and Sports Illustrated. This past spring he was awarded a John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Fellowship for writing. Mayer, who was
twenty-three years old last April 7, is the youngest recipient of the Fellow-
ship since 1949.
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A Cold Wind
BY TOM MAYER
GRANDAD was a big man with long legs and no pot to speak of and
a long nose and little blue eyes, and you would never of thought he
was old, except he had him some false teeth that didn't fit good. He
filed them on a emery wheel to where they was sharp enough to cut
paper, but that didn't help how they fit none, so he come to the point
where he didn't wear them unless he had to. In the house he had to
wear them or my mother give him hell, but outside he stuck them in·
his back pocket, and only stuck them in when he had to talk to some-
body. I could understand him fine with them out, and I never said
nothing to my mother, but then Grandad and me was good friends
from the start.
Before I was hardly big enough to walk he'd take me riding with him
holding me on the pommel, and when he'd lope I'd bounce up ·and
down on my butt and he'd hold me up tight to his chest,so I could
smell the Bull Durham in his shirt pocket. Later, when I was seven, he
give me my first horse, a little bay pony we called Gunshy after the
rodeo bucker, and he helped me with the training. He also taught me
to shoot, with a slide-action octagon-barrel Winchester .22 that only
fired long rifles. After school he'd meet me in his pickup down at the
east pasture gate, where the school bus left me off, and we'd set up tin
cans in the arroyo near there and practice. He said I'd get me a lot
more shots standing up than I ever would laying or setting, so I didn't
practice much prone. He'd keep telling me to squeeze the trigger in-<
stead of pull or jerk, and to keep my left elbow down.
When I could hit the cans most of the time at fifty steps we done
some rabbit-hunting, and .once we got us a coyote. We was in the
pickup and Grandad seen him first and busted out cross country,
whooping and hollering and wham-slamming over grama-grass clumps
so you'd a thought we was going to bounce through the cab-roof and
now and again he'd tromp on the brakes and say, "Cit him," and I'd
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fire out the window. A couple of times I missed him and the shots
throwed up dirt spouts behind him and Grandad said, "You ain't
leadin' him enough-them animals can run," and then I got him out-
lined on a ridge and led him and squeezed the shot off careful holding
my breath. I heard the bullet whine and then whunk, but the coyote
run a little more and I thought I'd missed him again but Grandad said,
"That got him," and the coyote done two forward headers and laid
still. When we come up to him we seen I had hit him just back of the
shoulder and killed him clean.
But besides rabbit and coyote hunting Grandad and ine was always
planning projects, to go up in the Chama country hunting deer, or to
float through the Big Bend in one a them rubber rafts, or spend a
week in Colorado fishing trout, but then in the fall the year I was
twelve Grandad passed on. I didn't take it hard as you would of ex-
pected, considering what good friends we was, and I always figured
maybe that was because it happened sudden. One night at dinner
Grandad said he had heartburn and gas on the belly and was going to
bed, which he done, and then in the middle of the night I heard my
mother and father up, but the old man told me to go back to sleep, and
they took Grandad into Santa Fe to the hospital, but he was dead
when they got him there. I didn't even have no chance to say good-by.
The funeral was at McGurk's Funeral Home and there was a good
many ushers with oily wavey black hair and a lot of organ music and
flowers, and a preacher who preached so long I almost went to sleep.
They had the coffin open and after the preacher got finished I wanted
to go up and look at Grandad like all the rest of them done, but my
mother said no, and the old man told me to mind my mother.
Mter that nobody met me at the pasture gate no more and when it
got cold I sure didn't like it any the mile walk to the house, and I
missed having somebody to hunt with, but otherwise things was about
like before. We had a cowboy name of Hank living in the bunkhouse,
and a couple of times I tried to buddy up to him, but he worked long
hours, and was just naturally mean, so when he wasn't working he slept
or read girlie magazines and didn't want no part of me. I hunted a lot
and killed the rabbit population down to where you hardly never seen
one, 'and started breaking a little filly, but the only friend I had was a
old nester who lived behind the run-off tank in the south pasture. He
was a old Okie named Mr. Alexander with a moustache, and in the
Thirties Grandad let him squat. He never bothered nothing and
neither Grandad or the old man charged him rent. He raised a little
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corn and a few potatoes and kept a milk cow and helped us with
branding and" in the winters he rode fence lines and busted up the ice
in the stock tanks. Grandad always said he was a gentlemen, even if he
was a Okie, and, when I got the rabbits thinned down so there wasn't
enough left to hunt, I begun going down to see him some.
Once or twice I done his milking for him and a couple of times I let·
him shoot my rifle, but he wasn't no shot, or else he needed glasses and
didn't know it. But most times we set on the steps of his shack and he
talked to me a lot and had some fine stories. He'd been to California
and pulled beets someplace called the Salinas Valley, and he worked
sheep in Colorado and knowed the cow country in Wyoming. He said
you wouldn't find no better summer country nowhere, but the win-
ters was awful, and once he was in Sheridan when it got so cold it like
to froze the horns off a bull.
As long as the fall weather held I seen him quite a bit, but when
winter come it was too cold to be out unless you had to, and it got
dark early, so that I stayed inside after I got home from school. Satur-
days r d go down and see him, but in February we had a cold streak
and it was below zero for a week and when the cold let up it begun to
snow. It snpwed steady for two days and then got cold again and be-
gun to blow. It blowed hard and steady and whipped the snow up
grainy and prickling and cold so that it hit you in the face and stung
o some. There was too much snow for the school buses, and the cold
didn't help to melt it none, and the wind drifted it ten feet on/the
fences, so I stayed home and helped Hank and the old man throw out
feed to the rang~ stock. You couldn't get around in a pick-up, but the
old man had a weasel he bought surplus, and we'd load it up with hay
and cottonseed cake. "
One morning after we come in from the east pasture for another
load the old man asked me if I seen my friend Mr. Alexander recently,
and I told him "no, and the old man said we'd best go down and have
a look-see. After we had ate funch we took the weasel and went to Mr.
Alexander's shack. Right off I figured there was something wro~,--I.I.I::·
cause there wasn't no smoke. It was cold enough to free your hand
to metal still, and his stovepipe should of been smokin en we got
to the corral the old man said, "Gawdamnit," because r. Alexander's
milk cow was lay,ing there on its side froze stiff. It's legs as out tiff
and one stuck up in the air and then~ was two §tems of sno 0 •
hanging out of its nose. The old man parked the weasel and told Hank
to come on and we went inside the shack. It was dark and at first I
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couldn't see nothing, and then I seen Mr. Alexander laying in bed.
The old man pulled the covers back and you could see Mr. Alexander
was dead. His skin was all yellow and froze and his eyes was open and
so was his jaw and inside his mouth it was purplish. For a little, nobody
said nothing and you could hear the wind making a moaning sound
outside and the blowing snow sounded like somebody was throwing
sand against the roof. /
Then Hank said, "The pore old sonofabitch. He's froze solid," and
the old man said, "He's froze all right. It'll take a week to thaw him
out. When you reckon it happened?"
Hank said he didn't know, and the old man said, "I guess it don't
matter much, he's shore as hell froze."
They lifted Mr. Alexander out of bed and dragged him outside and
dumped him in the back of the weasel, face up, and pulled a tarp over
him. He was wearing only long johns and where his wrists and ankles
stuck out the skin was yellow and he looked awful skinny. The old man
started up the weasel and told me to get in and we headed back toward
the house.
Once I turned around and looked in back and seen that the tarp had
slid down. When we'd hit a bump Mr. Alexander's head would bang
up and down, and he had false teeth that bounced out of his mouth,
but ~is eyes and jaw was froze open and didn't move. I couldn't stop
looking at him, and I wanted to ask the old man if that was how Gran-
dad looked, but the old man was concentrating on the driving. Him
and Hank was both staring out the windshield and not saying anything
to each other, so I knew they wouldn't much appreciate having to say
something to me. I kept looking at Mr. Alexander, his head bouncing
and banging, his long hair gray and stringy and greasy and flopping,
and I wondered some more if that was how Grandad looked and how
come Mother hadn't let me go up and look at him, and then I thought
that for sure I wasn't never going to look that way, no matter what.
But for awhile, I had a knot in my throat to where I was worried I'd
bawl, and I wiped my glove across my face in case there was any tears,
and after a long time we got to the house.
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JuIio Cortazar
or The Slap in the Face
BY LUIS HARSS
with the collaboration of BARBARA DOHMANN
THE YEARS have shown, in our part of the world, as elsewhere,
that those who live at odds with their land are often the ones that
understand it best. Perhaps only they are in a position to hit the nail
hard enough to drive it home. If, in our novel, feelings of br~therhood
are giving way to open provocations th~t occasionally end in assault
and battery, it is because it needed a bit of effrontery to make it live
more vibrantly. World War II was something of a dividing line for
us. It brought a drastic century to our doorstep at a time when we
had already begun to part company with ourselves. This was particu-
larly true of Argentina, a land of fallen idols. There the morning after
dawned early. And with it were born the kiss of death and the slap in
the face.
For our literature, they were blessings. There is something healthy,
in a communal art, about the novel that establishes its own premises.
When our writers were accomplices of reality, they ended up being
swindled by it. But now they are astute enough to tread warily where
once they would have rushed in blindfold. There is a distrust qf reality
that has blunted its extortionary edge. Once upon a time the novelist
was desperate to establish a peaceful coexistence with his surround-
ings. Today he can do without it. It never existed anyway. Because
under the appearance of friendly agreement, lurked that old enmity
which, from the beginning of time, whether it took the form of in-
tolerable love or bitter antagonism, has nourished man's longstanding
quarrel with the world.
That we have begun to accept this quarrel, instead of glossing it
over, is a hopeful sign for us. Discontent and maladjustment have
brought excitement to our literature, which now dares to challenge,
Copyright © 1966 by Luis Harss.
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not only the immediate, but the irremediable. The Latin American
novelist today fights an unequal battle, and stands a good chance to
go down in it. But that is just the point. By laying himself open all
the way in his work, for the first time he leaves something in it that
can survive him. He is not merely a disgruntled misfit but the eternal
rebel. If he seems to have come to a parting of the ways with his so-
ciety, it is because his relations with it are too passionate not to be
forever ambivalent. If there is harshnessin his words and violence in
his gestures, it is because honesty is brutal. Our old writer, even in his
moments of diatribe, was never really outspoken on fundamental mat-
ters. There were always unmentionable or untouchable areas that
stayed out of range. But now the novelist, working in the depths of a
new solitude, is beginning to find the words for a truer dialogue.
The fact is that since Arlt, our novel, which used to barely skim sur-
faces, has gone under to the root of things. It took a plunge in Mare-
chars revolutionary Adanbuenosayres and another in Onetti's La Vida
Breve.
In the Fifties and early Sixties, it delved into the shadows of
Argentine society in the work of Ernesto Sabato. Lately, after a peni-
tential silence of many years.......he was snubbed in 1948 by .the literary
establishment because' of his Peronist sympathies-there has been the
return of a somewhat depleted Marechal, in a recent arcane medley,
El Banquete de Severo Arcangel (1966). Marechal, continuing his
old fight against Ordinary Life in the technological robot-age, invites
us to an infernal feast that, like Trimalchio's Agape, Plato's banquet
or ~he Last Supper, may tum out to be a prelude to beatific vision; He
is a man with an "Arcadian obsession," a "Messianic madness." Em-
bodied in his Cyclopean hero, a metallurgist turned alchemist, he
has come to the end of his rope, exhausting human possibilities, and
entered a "frontier zone" of rotating tables and spinning chairs de-
signed to reproduce the cosmic whirl. Weare in the realm of pure
symbol, a giant existential foundry, a power plant exploded by nuclear
fission, to return us to a distant idyllic watershed. There is much of
the sleight-of-hand in El Banquete de Severo Arcange1. Yet in its mys-
tic embroidery we recognize the touch of a Magister Ludi willing to
bet his life and fate on mysterious games of fortune. But in this area,
since Rayue1a (Hopscotch), Cortazar rules supreme. He is our greatest
.prestidigitator.
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CORTAzAR IS THE EVIDENCE we needed that there is a powerful mutant
strain in our literature. It leads toward a mystic border line. "Where
frontiers end, roads vanish," says Octavio Paz. And so it is with
Cortazar. He works toward the outer limits of experience, thumbing
his nose at the world. He is a brilliant wit, and a tireless innovator,
who has given us a lot to ponder. The tendency in certain circles has
been to accuse him of a lack of seriousness, probably with some justi-
fication, at least to the extent that he insists on pulling chairs out
from under us all. Certainly there is an element of the practical joker in
him. But it lives in close quarters with the visionary. How Cortazar
became what he is, is a disconcertingly difficult question to answer. In
his early days he was a sort of Borgesian aesthete, a qualifier to which he
is not entirely invulnerable even today. But there was a change in
mid-road. For a while he leaned on the traditional props of the psycho-
logical novel. But that was a transitory stage. Wh~tever genre he
touched, he seemed immune-or soon inured-to its conventions. He
is a man of strong antibodies. Nowadays he has no use for what he
considers easy effects: pedestrian dramatic situations, platitude or
pathos. He travels along his own circuits. His importance is hard to
assess. He wonders himself what it all amounts to. "I don't flatter
myself that I'll be able to achieve anything transcendental," he says
skeptically. But there is little doubt that he already has. He has im-
mensely broadened the prospects of our novel, not only by opening its
doors to new themes, but also by pointing it in new directions. For
him, as for few Latin American writers, his art has been a high calling.
He is the first man in our literature to have built a complete fictional
metaphysic. If, as all originals, he would seem to be a bit of an aside
for the moment, the shock waves his work has spread may well be
echoes of the future.
Cortazar, a true Argentine, is a many-sided man, culturally eclectic,
elusive in person, mercurial in his ways. He is not a man who gives
himself easily. There is something adamantly neat and precise about
him tl~at verges on punctiliousness. He received us two or three times
and was always affable and straightforward with us, but perhaps a bit
impersonal. There were areas that remained out of bounds. And those
were the ones that counted. It was in his whimsical moments that
we caught some hints of the true Cortazar, the man who imagines old
aunts falling flat on their backs, families building gallows in their
front gardens, governments collapsing on Leap Year, and mirrors
12
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clocking time on Easter Island. Behind these figments is a mind with
as many facets as a diamond, as intricate as a spiderweb. Physically
Corhizar is something of an anomaly for a Latin American. He cuts
a considerable figure, well over six feet tall, lanky, long-legged and
freckled as a Scotsman. There is a child in his eyes. He looks much
too young for his age. In fact, his generally boyish air is almost un-
settling. An eternal child prodigy keeps winking at us from his work.
Corhizar has an intriguing background that makes him heir to an
old dilemma. He was born in 1914, of Argentine parents-in Brussels.
His ancestors were Basques, Frenchmen and Germans. He has spent
a lot of his time welding opposites. From the age of four he was
brought up in the outskirts of Buenos Aires, a city whose instincts and
attitudes run deep in his work. No one has stronger emotional ties
with his land than Cortazar. But intellectually he has lived beyond it,
in a broader context. There has been agony in his constant inward
migration between physical roots and spiritual affinities. The displaced
persons in his books testify to the length and depth of a conflict that
has never been satisfactorily settled. Yet in some way it has been put
to fruitful use. Corhizar has always managed to rise comfortably above
the narrowness of our cultural outlook. Like Borges, he has always
been something of an expatriate at heart. "My generation," he says,
"was considerably at fault in its youth in that it lived, to a large degree,
with its back turned to Argentina. We were great snobs, although
many of us only realized that later. We read very few Argentine writ-
ers and were almost exclusively interested in English and French
literature, with a bit of Italian and American literature thrown in,
and some German literature, which we read in translation. It wasn't
until we were about thirty years old that suddenly many of my friends
and I discovered our own tradition. People dreamed of Paris and
London. Buenos Aires was a sort of punishment. Living there was
being in jail." So unbearable was it, in fact, that at the age of eighteen
he and a group of friends made an abortive attempt to set sail for
Europe in a cargo boat. Yet when he finally made it there-he moved
permanently to Paris in 1951-instead of breaking his attachments
with his land he took it with him, and has been wrestling with its
phantom shapes ever since.
Compared to that of some of our more prolific writers, Corhizar's
production has been slim: three novels-one unpublished-a bit of
poetry, a few dozen short stories. But almost every bit of it counts.
Creative fatigue, that common ill of our authors toward middle age,
13
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when an early bloom~ is ruined by faulty plumbing, is unknown to
him. An unflagging inventiveness and imagination, combined with
sure markmanship, have kept him steadily growing in stature through
the years. Today, at the height of his powers, his restless and inquir-
ing mind tells him his work is more unfinished than ever.
HE WAS FIRST HEARD FROM AROUND 1941-the exact date is vague in
his mind-with a small book of sonnets, published under the pseu-
donym of Julio Denis, that he no longer cares to talk about. The
sonnets were "very Mallarmean," he says succinctly. He had lofty aims
at the time. There was a long silence, and then in 1949 he published
Los Reyes (The Kings), a series of dialogues on the subject of the
Cretan Minotaur, rather stately in style, abstract, intellectual, over-
refined, reflecting his bookish addiction to classical mythology. There
was nothing of particular note in those early works. But already in
1951, only two years after Los Reyes, he made what seems a complete
about-face and came out with a stunning little volume called Bestiario.
It was lean and luminous, and struck a keynote: the fantastic, sud-
denly revealing a master sorcerer. Coctazar had read his Poe, Haw-
thorne and Ambrose Bierce, as well as his Saki, Jacobs, H. G. Wells,
Kipling, Lord Dunsany, E. M .. Forster, and, closer to home, Lugones,
the old master Quiroga, and, of course, Borges. He was a skillful story-
teller-too skillful, perhaps. Five years later, in Final del Juego (End
of the Game, 1956), he was still hard at work conjuring up his spells,
a bit too scrupulously. Repeated exercises in an unchanging vein had
given him an unfair advantage over himself, he says; he had begun to
doubt his progress. There were already clear signs of a transition into
new territory in his next collection of stories, Las"· Armas Secretas
(Secret Weapons, 1959). Among them was "El Perseguidor" ("The
Pursuer"), which marked a break in his work. It issued in what we
might call his Arltian phase. Without sacrificing the imaginary, he
had begun to draw live characters taken from real life, with their feet
on the ground. His style had also become more muscular. He was be-
ginning to shed aestheticism. Perhaps until then playing with -litera-
ture had been his way of creating a fantasy world around himself to
shield him against certain unpleasant realities. But now, more at home
with himself, he took a closer look at the world. What he saw he
described in 1960 in his first novel, Los Premios (The Winners, Pan-
theon, 1965). It was the somewhat defective and shapeless book of
an author fumbling toward a subject and new forms to go with it. It
14
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was followed, in 1962, by Historias de Cronopios y de Farnas, an as-
sorbnent of loose notes, sketches, brief insights into hidden dimen-
sions that demonstrate the author's fondness for fruitful improvisa-
tion. The Cronopios and Famas, playful poltergeists with coined
names and strange habits, were blobs in a bubble world in some ways
not unlike the real one. With this book Cortlzar seemed to pause and
take a deep breath. What followed was a hurricane. It was called
Rayue1a (1963}-an "anti-novel" that shows every sign of having rep-
resented a major breakthrough for him. Rayue1a is a therapeutic book,
intended as a complete course of treatment against the empty dialec-
tics of Western civilization and the rationalist tradition. It is an am-
bitious work, at once a philosophical manifesto, a revolt against
literary language and the account of an extraordinary spiritual pilgrim-
age. The Cortazar of Rayuela is a deep-sea diver who comes up with a
full net. He is a man of many means, contorted, contradictory, exu-
berant, paradoxical, polemic: not only a great wit and humorist, out-
shining all others in our literature, but also-as he shows in a pithy
appendix somewhat detached from the main body of the narrative-a
brilliantly aggressive, if slightly pedantic, literary theorist.
Cort3zar and his wife, Aurora, who value their independence above
all things, earn a living as free-lance translators for UNESCO, where
their job, as he says somewhat wryly, is to help "maintain the purity of
the Spanish language." They take it in stride for about six months a
year, including an annual trip to Vienna for a meeting of the Atomic
Energy Commission, then spend their holidays in retirement in their
summer house in southern France, or in Venice. They like to go gal-
livanting together, and their taste tends to the unusual. They fre-
quent provincial museums, marginal literatures, lonely side-streets.
They resent intrusions in their privacy, avoid literary circles, and
rarely grant interviews; they would just as soon never meet anybody,
Cort3zar says. They admire the readymade objects of Marcel Du-
champ, cool jazz, and the scrap-metal sculptures of Cesar. Cort3zar
once spent two years of his life translating the complete works of Poe;
Aurora is an excellent translator of Sartre and Simone de~Beauvoir.
Cort3zar visited the U.S. in 1960, principally Washington-and ~ew
York, where he spent most of his time in the Village, windowshop-
ping in back alleyways. Something of what struck him there he pulled
out of his bag of tricks later in portraying the American characters in
Rayuela. He has always been a sort of intellectual pickpocket. To pick
and choose-making an intelligent use of chance and coincidence-is
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also to create, he says. As proof of this he offers the long delirious in-
sert in the appendix of Rayue1a called "La Luz de la paz del Mundo"
(uThe Light of the Peace of the World"), for the text of which he is
indebted to one Ceferino Pir~ a "mad genius" residing somewhere
in Uruguay, who submitted it to a contest at UNESCO as his contribu-
tion to solving the problems of the world. It provides a Master Plan
for dividing our glpbe into color zones and distributing armaments
according to surface and population. Cortazar liked it because he saw
it as a perfect example of the kind of raving madness that pure reason
can lead to-the last thing the mad lose is their reasoning power,
Chesterton said-so he lifted it, without changing a word. And the
t~th is that it seems very much in place in a fictional landscape where
farce and metaphysics join hands to beat a path across ult~mate lines,
. among elements of apocalyptic scenery that seem to have come out of
some monstrous clearance sale in a flea market Qr a Turkish bazaar.
By contrast7 the Cortazar home7 a three-floor pavillion overlooking
a quiet, shady courtyard7 is a world of light and order. Our visit takes
place on a dark autumn night. A gust of wind sweeps us in the door.
We shake a bony hand, and a narrow spiral staircase leads us up into a
spacious drawing room with austere furnishings: a low central table7
flat modem sofas7 Venetian blinds, abstract paintings on the walls.
The Cortazars took over some years ago what must·have been an old
barn or stable in a state of decrepitude and completely remodeled it.
Their thin years are over. Black crossbeams support the ceiling. A
tribal sculpture-a souvenir from a trip to Africa-looks down on us
with a beneficent smile. In Rayue1a there is a circus tent with a hole
in the top, through which the protagonists catch a glimpse of Sirius.
Here, too, on clear nights, you can see the stars through the skylight.
A bookcase which spans a whole wall. reflects Cortazar's somewhat un-
conscionable preferences: sixty per cent of the books are in French,
thirty per cent in English, only a splenetic ten per cent in Spanish.
Cortazar sits with his long legs crossed, his hands clasped on his
knees, prim and prudent. He is a man of intellectual passions, reticent
about himself. Yet where his work is concerned-he is· unassuming,
but without false modesty-he speaks freely, and always to the point.
Although he made what one might call his official literary debut-
with Los Reyes-when .he was thirty-five, he has been writing prac-
tically all his life, he tells us. "Like all children who like to read, I
soon tried to write. I finished my first novel when I was nine year~
old. . . . And so on: And poetry inspired by Poe, of course. When I
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was twelve, fourteen, 1 wrote love poems to a girl in my class. . . .
But after that, it wasn't until 1 was thirty or thirty-twa-apart from a
lot of poems that are lying about here and there, lost or burned-that
1 started to write stories." But he did not publish them. There was
caution, and perhaps some arrogance, in his delay. "I knew instinctive-
.Iy that my first stoJ,ies shouldn't be published," he says. "I'd set myself
a high literary standard, was determined to reach it before publishing
anything. The stories were the best I could do at the time, but I didn't
think they were good enough though there were some good ideas in
them." He- reworked some of the ideas later. But "I never took any-
thing to a publisher. For a long time I lived far from Buenos Aires.
. . . I'm a schoolteacher. I graduated from a normal school in Buenos
Aires, completed the studies for a teacher's degree, and then entered
the Liberal Arts School of the University. 1 passed my first-year exams,
but then 1 was offered a job teaching some courses in a town in the
province of Buenos Aires, and since there was very little money at
home and I wanted to help my mother, who'd educated me, at great
cost and sacrifice-my father had left home when 1 was a very small
child and had never done anything for the family-I gave up my uni-
versity studies at the first chance I had to work when I was twenty
years old and moved to the country. There I spent five years as a high-
school teacher. And that was where I started to write stories, though
I never dreamed of publishing them. A bit later, I moved to Mendoza,
to the University of Cuyo, where I was offered some courses, this
time at the university level. In 1945-46, at the time of all the Peronista
troubles, since I knew I was going to lose my job because I'd been in
the fight against Per6n, when Per6n won the presidential election, I
resigned before I was backed against a wall as so many colleagues were
who held onto their jobs, and found work in Buenos Aires. And there
I went on writing stories. But I was very doubtful about having a book
published. In that sense I think I was always very clear-sighted. I
watched myself develop, and didn't force things. I knew that at a cer-
tain moment what I was writing was worth quite a bit more than what
was being written by other people of my age in Argentina. B1,lt, be-
cause of the high idea I have of literature, I thought it was a stupid
habit to publish just anything as people used to do in Argentina in
those days when a twenty-year-old youngster who'd written a handful
of sonnets used to run around trying to have them in print. If he
couldn't find a publisher, he'd pay for a personal edition himself.
So I held my fire."
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The confidence and equanimity with which Cortazar confronted
his literary ,prospects might suggest a particularly favorable atmos-
phere at home, but there was no such thing. He had to make it more
or less on his own. His family, on both sides, were all white--collar
·workers. They belonged to that category of half-educated people
"who, as Chesterton said, are the worst kind. Which has nothing to
do with affection. These are strictly intellectual matters. . . . But I
was lucky in one sense. In the normal school where I studied, an abys-
mally bad school, one of the worst schools imaginable, I nevertheless
managed to make a few friends, four or five. Many of them have be-
come brilliant poets, painters or musicians. So, of course, we formed
a sort of hard core of resistance against the horrible mediocrity of the
teachers and the rest of our schoolmates. It's the only way to survive
in Argentina. When I finished my studies I kept in close contact with
those friends, but later, when I left for the country I was completely
isolated and cut off. I solved that problem, if you can call it solving
it, thanks to a matter of temperament. I was always very ingrown. I
lived in small towns where there were very few interesting people, al-
most none. I used to spend the day in my room in my hotel or board-
inghouse, reading and studying. That was very useful to me, and at
the same time it was dangerous. It was useful in the sense that I con-
sumed thousands of books. I certainly picked up ~ lot of book knowl-
edge in those days. It was dangerous," he adds, looking back with
indulgence on those years of encyclopedic erudition, "in that it prob-
ably deprived me of a good share of vital experience."
AN ILLUSTRATION OF THIS PROBLEM IS Los Reyes-now out ofprint-:
a series of dialogues ("a dramatic poem," he calls it) on the subject
of Theseus and the Minotaur. "There are dialogues between Theseus
and the Minotaur, between Ariadne and Theseus, and between
Theseus and King Minos. It's a curious approach to the subject, be-
cause it's a defense of the Minotaur. Theseus is portrayed as the
standard hero, a typical unimaginative conventional individual rush-
ing head-on, sword in hand, to kill all the exceptional or unconven-
tional monsters in sight. The Minotaur is the poet-the being who is
different from others, a free spirit, who therefore has been locked up,
because he's a threat to the established order. In the opening scene,
King Minos and Ariadne discuss the Minotaur, and you learn that
Ariadne is deeply in love with the Minotaur-her half-brother, since
they're both children of Pasiphae. Then Theseus arrives from Athens
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to kill the Minotaur, and that's when Ariadne gives him the famous
thread so he won't get lost when he winds his way into the labyrinth.
But in my version the reason why she gives him the thread is that she
hopes the Minotaur will kill him and then follow the thread out of
the labyrinth to join her. In other words, my version is the exact op-
posite of the classical one."
Not that the switch made much of an impression on the Argentine
literary public.
Los Reyes was not exactly received by acclamation, says COltazar. It
was hardly noticed. Borges read it and liked it enough to print it in a
magazine he was in charge of at the time, but otherwise there was "an
absolute and total silence."
But he was not discouraged. By then he had a lot of other coals in
the fire. "I was completely sure that from about, say, 1947, all the
things I'd been putting away were good, some even very good. I'm
referring, for example, to some of the stories of Bestiario. I knew no-
body had written stories like that before in Spanish, at least in my
country." He was in no hurry. A short novel that he had finished at
the time, which some friends had tried to get published for him, had
been turned down for "its nasty words," a rejection that did not
bother him in the least. Again, on the eve of his trip to Europe, in
1951, a few close friends who knew the stories of Bestiario in manu-
script form snatched them from his hands to show to the Editorial
Sudamericana, which published them immediately, but without any
success. In the meantime, even when he was in Buenos Aires, he had
been leading a very solitary life. He was satisfied to have a small but
distinguished audience, which, aside from Borges, a staunch supporter
to whom he acknowledges a special debt of gratitude, included the
other members-Bioy Casares, Silvina Ocampo-of the editorial board
of the ljttle magazine (Los Anales de Buenos Aires) that had printed
Los Reyes.
Los Reyes was originally published in a limited edition by a friend,
Daniel Devoto. It was never sold commercially, or reissued in any
form. Which is something less than a tragedy, according to COltazar,
because "the truth is, I'm still very fond of Los Reyes, but it really
has little or nothing to do with anything I've written since. It's done
in a very lofty style, very polished and highflown, fine in its own way,
but basically very traditional. Something like a cross between Valery
and St. John Perse." .
Nevertheless, the book introduces an image that makes a recurrent
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appearance in his work: the labyrinth. Here it is mere frontispiece and
curlicue, but there is a Cortazar who attaches a deeper significance to
this archetypal symbol. He says he is the last to know what obscure
biographical sources-or literary reminiscences-may lie behind it.
But in its web he discovers remnants of a childhood pattern. He re~·
members that "as a child, anything connected with a labyrinth was
fascinating to me. I think .this shows in a lot of my work. I used to
construct labyrinths in my garden. I set them up everywhere. For
instance, from my'house in Banfield"-a suburb of Buenos Aires-"to
the station there were about five blocks. When I was alone, I used
to hop all the way. My labyrinth was a fixed road I'd laid out for
myself. It consisted in going from sideWalk to sidewalk and jumping
to land on certain stones I liked. If I miScalculated for any reason, or
didn't land on the right spot, I had a feeling something was wrong,
that I'd failed somewhere. For several years, I was obsessed by that
ceremony. Because that's what it was: a ceremony."
Ceremonial children's games are omnipresent in Cortazar's work,
often with labyrinthian implications. The whole of Bestiario is like the
title story, where the emotional problems of a sensitive little girl take
on nightmarish proportions in the fonn of a ferocious tiger she
'imagines inhabiting the back room of a mansion full of interconnect-
ing doors and crisscrossing corridors. In "Casa Tomada" ("House
Taken Over"), a brother and sister are gradually crowded out of house
and home by the encroachment of unknown occupants (their an-
cestors?) who keep appropriating fooms and slamming doors in their
faces. In "Los Venenos" (HPoisons") in Final del Juego, the labyrinth
is an anthole with mazes of underground passageways. Then, of course,
there is the labyrinthian street game that gives its name to Rayuela.
Cortazaf throws light on his intentions, remarking that Rayuela
was originally to be entitled Mandala. "When I first got the idea for
the book, I was very much taken with the notion of Mandala, because
I'd been reading a lot of books of anthropology and above all of Tibe~
tan religion. Besides r d been in India and I'd seen many reproductions
of Japanese and Indian mandalas." A mandala, he recalls, is a sort of
mystic Iabyrinth-"a design, like a hopscotch chart, divided into sec~
tions or com'P3rtments, on which the Buddhists concentrate their
attention and in the course of which they perform a series of spiritual
exercises. It's the graphic projection of a spiritual process. Hopscotch,
as almost all childFen's games, is a ceremony with a mystic and reli~
gious origin. Its sacred value has been lost. But not entirely. Uncon~
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sciously some of it remains. For instance, the hopscotch played in
Argentina-and France-has comparbnents for Heaven and Earth at
opposite ends of the chart. Now, I suppose as children we all kept
ourselves amused with these games. But I had a real passion for them."
There are also labyrinthian overtones in Los Premios, where pas-
sengers on a mysterious boat attempt to gain access to the stern fol-
lowing a staircase down into the hold, into darkness and confusion. It
is not easy to come out on the other side. The road is a long obstacle
course-another sort of mandala that evolves as the plot unfolds. "In
an existential sense/' says Cortazar, "one might interpret the need the
characters feel to reach the stern, to run a foreset course, as a desire
to become realized as persons, as human beings. That's why some
make it and others don't. It's a simpler notion, more rudimentary
than in Rayuela."
In Rayuela the mandala is a course that leads to a "beyond," to a
"fall toward the center," into what Cortazar, who dreams of an igg~
drasil that will bind heaven and earth, describes as "a state of imma~
nence" where opposites meet and one simply "is.'~ Rayuela is an in~
vitation to plunge through time in order to gain the far shore of
eternity. It suggests a jump into the waters of selflessness, as well, says
Cortazar, as in what Musil called "the search for the millenium: that
sort of final island where man would at least find himself, reconciling
his inner differences and contradictions."
Oriental philosophy, in particular Zen Buddhism and Vedanta, of~
fers "metaphysical positions" that have always appealed to Corhizar.
Vedanta, for instance, is predicated on "denying reality as we under~
stand it, in our partial view of it; for instance, mortality, even plurality.
We are all illusions in each other's mind; the world is always a way of
looking at things. Each of us, from his standpoint, is total reality.
Everything else is an external, phenomenological manifestation that
can be wiped out in a flash because it has no real existence; its reality
exists only, one might say, at the expense of our unreality. It's all a
question of inverting the formula, shifting the weights on the scale.
For instance, the notions of time and space, as they were conceived
by the Greeks and after them by the whole of the West, are flatly re-
jected by Vedanta. In a sense, man made a mistake when he invented
time. That's why it would actually be enough for us to renounce
mortality-I've spoken about that somewhere in Rayue1a-to take a
jump out of time, on a plane other than that of daily life, of course.
I'm thinking of the phenomenon of death, which for Western thought
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has been a great scandal, as Kierkegaard and Unamuno realized so
well; a phenomenon that is not in the least scandalous in the east
.where it is regarded not as an end but as a metamorphosis. The dif-
ference in the two outlooks is partly a difference of method: what we
pursue discursi\l'ely, philosophically, the Oriental resolves by leaping
into it. The illumination of the Buddhist monk or the Master of
Vedanta (not to speak of course of any number of Western mystics)
is a bolt of lightning that releases him from himself and raises him
to a higher plane where total freedom begins. The rationalist philoso-
pher would say he is sick or hallucinated. But he had reached a state of
total reconciliation that proves that by other than rational ways he
has touched bottom."
In his own way, in RayueIa-=via his protagonist, Oliveira, a man be-
tween two worlds, like his author-Corhizar has, too. Or at least he has
tried to. uThe attempt to find a center was, and still is, a personal
problem of mine/' he says. All his life he has been transferring it to
his work without finding a concrete solution for it. Even the inex-
haustible RayueIa, which provides a sort of unending catalog of avail-
able alternatives, in the end can offer only partial subterfuges.
uRayueIa," says Cortazar, "shows to what extent the attempt is
doomed to failure, in the sense that it isn't that easy for one to un-
burden oneself of. the whole Judaeo-Christian tradition one has in-
herited and been shaped by." 6 .
YET THE SEARCH for alternatives started early in eorhizar. Perhaps the
search, in ersatz form, is implicit in all fantastic literature. This would
·be the Quirogan, the Borgesian, lesson. In this sense, Cort3zar's fan-
tastic stories, with their mysteriously disjunctive patterns, seem pre-
monitory. There language, full of whispered hints, performs an al-
most ritual function. The stories are like incantations, psychic equi-
valents of magic formulas. One might compare them to charms that
open doors, allowing the author a way out of himself. There is also
what we might call a more practical side to them. Cortazar describes
them as a sort of occupational therapy. "They're charms, they're a
way out," he says, "but above all, they're exorcisms. Many of these
stories, I'can even single out a concrete example, are purgative, a sort
of self-analysis." The case in point is "Circe," where a woman makes
repulsive sweets with cockroaches inside, which she offers to her boy-
friends. "When I wrote that story I was going through a time of ex-
haustion in Buenos Aires because r d been studying to become a pub-
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lic translator and was taking a whole battery of exams, one on top of
another. I wanted to have a profession, to be financially independent,
already with the idea of eventually moving to France. So I packed all
the work for my degree into eight or nine months. It was backbreak-
ing. I was tired and I started to develop neurotic symptoms; nothing
serious-I didn't have to see a doctor. But it was very unpleasant be-
cause I acquired a number of phobias which became more preposter-
ous all the time. I noticed that when I ate I was constantly afraid of
finding flies or bugs in my food, food I had prepared at home and
which l trusted completely. But time and again I'd catch myself
scratching with my fork before each mouthful. That gave me the idea
for the story-the idea of something loathsome and inedible. And
when I wrote the story, it really acted as an exorcism, because after
i.:.d written it I was immediately cured. . . . I suppose other stories
all( in the same vein."
.The stories leave a varied impression on the reader. Some are subtle
word games-crossword puzzles. Others, like "Omnibus" ("Busride"),
one of the most speculative-and therefore most suggestive, which is
why it has been interpreted as everything from a parable on death to
a political allegory-seem to go crashing through barriers into un-
known realms, to dip into orders of experience that are normally
closed to us.
"The truth," says Cortazar, "is that though these stories, seen, let's
say, from the angle of RayueIa, may seem like games, while I was
writing them and when I wrote them I didn't think of them that way
at all. They were glimpses, dimensions, or hints of possibilities that
terrified or fascinated me and, that I had to exhaust by working them
off in the story."
Some were written at a sitting, spun out with almost supernatural
force and intensity, says Cortazar-and the reader senses this. They
were produced in a state of grace, which the author invites us to
share with him. He is "on to:' something, and points the way. Dra-
matic congruity or psychological verisimilitude are not important to
him. The experience imposes its own terms. What counts is that we
be able to relive it-not as a vicarious experience, comfortably identify-
ing with characters and situations, but in the flesh, as it were. We are
in a closed circuit, armed with verbal formulas that, when invoked,
will unleash the same sequence of events inside us as they did inside
the author.
The source of a story's power, says Cormzar, is inner tension. The
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higher the tension, the better it transmits the author's pulsations.
"What the exact method for transmitting these pulsations is, I can't
say, but in any case, it depends on the ruthless execution of the story.
The tense wiring permits a maximum freedom of action. In other
words, I've watched myself writing at top speed-all in one breath,
literally beside myself, without having to correct much afterwards;
but that speed had nothing to do with the preparation of the story.
I'd been concentrating -my forces, bending backward to tighten my
bow, and that increased my impetus when I sat down to write the
story. The tension isn't in the execution of the story, though of course
it remains trapped In the tissue from where it.is later transmitted to
the reader. The tension as such precedes the story. Sometimes it takes
. six months of tension to produce a long story that comes out in a
single night. I think that shows in some of my stories. The best are
packed full of a sort of explosive charge."
ttStructures," he calls them. Words are mere touchstones in these
stories; one finds oneself reading between the lines. The language is
disarmingly simple and straightforward. There are no verbal flourishes,
110 tortured effects. The tone is conversational. The surface is crystal
clear. But intangible forces are building up underneath. The clarity is
made of shadowy undercurrents that gradually fuse in a climax with
cathartic aftereffects. The reader, swept along, spills over the brim,
delivered of ~imself. .
An experience of this sort, no longer projected through fantasy but
seen in the context of real life, becomes the actual theme and subject
of a story somewhat later in the highly speculative "EI Perseguidor,"
which in a sense makes Cortazar's previous work obsolete by render-
ing its preoccupations explicit, and perfectly down to earth. Here we
have a Cortazar who may still be on the side of the angels, but with a
foot on the ground. The setting of the story-made flagrant through-
out-is Paris. When Cortazar wrote "El Perseguidor," he had long
liquidated his affairs in Buenos Aires. He seems to be making this
point in every line. But Cortazar points are turnstiles and tend to roll
over on themselves and come up on the opposite side. And so to our
surprise, in HEI Perseguidor" we find ourselves in the numinous areas
of Arltian low-life. We are introduced to an underworld character,
Johnny Carter-alias Charlie Parker-a negro saxophonist, a man
gifted by nature with metaphysical senses but of few intellectual re-
sources, for whom music is not only a form of expression-a'release
into being-but an instrument in his search for an exit into godliness.
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.Johnny, who walks the cemeteries of the earth, trying to revive the
dead, hears echoes of divine voices in broken urns. He is a kind of
blind seer-a star-chaser, a man with a thirst for the absolute. He feels
his true self mortgaged in space and time, a hostage waiting to be
ransomed from the bondage of individuality. His talent is his strength,
but also his undoing. Because basically he is a poor lost soul, ignorant
of his powers, who lives in anguish and torment without ever knowing
why. He has intimations of eternity, but cannot shape or grasp them.
He thrashes about hopelessly in the dark. The road leads downhill,
through drug-addiction into final madness. Like Oliveira-a man as-
phyxiated by intellectuality-and also Maga-a sort of embodiment of
the poetic instinct in its pure form-in Rayuela, he has sudden intui-
tions, moments of inspiration, almost of mystic communion with the
universe, but is too inept or, in his case, simpleminded, to form any
sort of a coherent strategy out of them. They remain unfulfilled, mere
flashes in the pan.
Cortazar says of "El Perseguidor": "In everything I'd written until
- that moment, I'd been satisfied with inventing pure fantasies. In
Bestiario, in Final del fuego, the mere fact of imagining a fantastic
situation that resolved itself in a way that was aesthetically satisfactory
to me-I've always been demanding in that area-was enough for me.
Bestiario is the book of a man whose inquiries don't carry beyond
literature. The stories of Final del fuego belong in the same cycle. But
when I wrote 'El Perseguidor,' I had reached a point where I felt I
had to deal with something that was a lot closer to me. I wasn't sure
of myself any more in that story. I took up an existential problem, a
human problem which was later amplified in Los Premios, and above
all in Rayuela. Fantasy for its own sake had stopped interesting me.
By then I was fully aware of the dangerous perfection of the story-
teller who reaches a certain level of achievement and stays on that
same level forever, without moving on. I was a bit sick and tired of
seeing how well my stories turned out. In 'El Perseiguidor' I wanted
to stop inventing and stand on my own ground, to look at myself a
bit. And looking at myself meant looking at my neighbor, at Man. I
hadn't looked too closely at the human species until I wrote 'El
Perseguidor.' "
WHEN HE WROTE Los Premios-and the unpublished El Examen
(The Exam)-a bit later, he had already gone a long way toward re-
medying that deficiency. In Los Premios, the search for a "way out"-
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playful at times, in spite of its underlying seriousness-has taken on an
added dimension: now it is not only part of the subject matter, but a
procedural element. The characteristic Cortazan light touch is present,
here put to work to make things happen-in the Nerudan phrase-
"without obstinate form." Cortazar is a freer man than he was before,
more conversant with social and psychological reality. They might
appear, for instance-as they do in Rayuela-in a lengthily erudite, and
usually archly humorous, conversation on art, music or literature, but
without intl1!ding too obviously. Cortazar says he started the book
during a long boat trip~out of boredom, "to keep myself entertained"
-letting it develop at random, plotless. "I sawthe situation as a whole,
but in a very undefined and general way." He never knew for sure,
from one chapter to the next, what to expect of himself. The result
is rambling: a slow sprawl; It seems to be going nowhere. But it has
pull. There are shrewd c~aracterizations, some of them based On real
people. Cortazar says: "1 started to enjoy myself with the characteriza-
tions in the first chapters, which are too long, but I didn't have the
faintest idea what was going to happen afterwards, though r d already
written quite a few pages. It was fascinating to me for awhile to pre-
tend I was- also one of the characters of the book. It meant that I
didn't have any advantage over them, I wasn't a demiurge deciding
fates on a whim. I faithfully respected the rules of the game." They
were complicated rules that sometimes remained on the drawing
board. But toward- the middle of the book the plot and themes sud..
denly coalesced and finally condensed in an adroitly handled resolu-
tion.
The subject, on the surface, is a holiday cruise-a tour offered to a
number of otherwise generally unrelated people who have been
thrown together on board by sheer coincidence, simply because they
all happened to draw winning numbers in a lottery. On a primary
symbolic level, it is an inner trip each passenger takes toward self-
confrontation. But it is also the author's own inner trip toward him-
self. The obstacles are many. The end remains equivocal and unat-
tainable. Its physical representation is the stem of the boat, which
for some unknown reason has been closed to the passengers. No one
has access to it. Not even the author. "I was in the same position as
Lopez or Medrano or Raul," he says. "I didn't know what was
happening astern either. It's a mystery to me to this day."
Mystery pervades the book. The ship's stem is shrouded in it. We
do not know what to make of the situation. Certainly it must be very
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grave. But who knows? It may all be a funeral joke. In any case, there
are many disturbing signs on board. The crew behaves strangely. A
conspiracy of silence? There are inexplicable absences-for instance,
that of the boat doctor. The atmosphere becomes sinister, then
mutinous. We suspect an illegal traffic of some sort. But nothing is
revealed. We are probably in the hands of some mischievous under-
world cartel ruled by an informal overlord who may tum out to be
our other self.
A seductive aspect of Los Premios-and proof that COrnlzar was
looking at the world in spite of everything when he wrote it-is the
psychopathological portrait it gives of the Porteno character. Cortazar
is the farthest thing from a sociological-minded novelist, but-though
he has a tendency, as he admits, to overlap instead of differentiating,
his characters-he draws their essential traits well. A touch of satire
adds spice to the narrative, particularly since it has the poignant edge
of self-satire. The satirical intent is secondary. I4Whenever the plot
brought me face to face with ridiculous or disagreeable aspects of
social relations," says COrnlzar, anxious to establish this fact, "I drew
them as I saw them. I had no reason not to. But the novel wasn't
made for that purpose by any means. The critics tended to see Los
Premios as an allegorical or satirical novel. It's neither one nor the
other." Nevertheless, these diverse ingredients enrich the texture. We
are shown a sort of cross-section of Porteno types: two circumspect
and whimsical schoolteachers; a sedentary, fatuous old Galician mil-
lionaire; a high-minded homosexual; a promiscuous woman of the
world with catholic tastes; an unbeautiful adolescent stranded in his
doubtful sexuality; a representative from the Boca, the Genoese quar-
ter in Buenos Aires, which produces specimens of what is known as
the u reo porteno"-well-meaning, bighearted roughnecks. fanatic foot-
ball fans, I4completely guileless, tembly dumb, but made of good stuff,
basically genuine and worthy"; a young honeymooning couple distin-
guished mainly for their smug self-satisfaction and rudeness. A l,arge
supporting cast-made up mostly of colorful I4popular" characters,
among them the cantankerous personnel-provides an occasionally
foudmouthed backdrop to the drama.
A mystifying character in Los Premios, apparently something of a
holdover from COrnlzar's Minotauran days, is Persio, a stationary,
more or less abstract, figure, a philosopher, a bit of an astrologer, who
meditates the length of the work, commenting on the action in oracu-
lar asides that appear in the form of interior monologues. He has
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little stage presence; he gives a sort of synthetic view of things, but in
such abstruse language and so rarefied a tone that he often obscures
what he is meant to illuminate. There is a whole literary clutter in
Persio-the author's personal memorabilia-that suggests the book-
worm and sometimes the wastebasket. Persio, in the course of his
mediations, gives a symbol of the whole adventure on board the HMal-
colm" equating the image of the boat with the shape of a guitar in a
Picasso painting. Cortazar says that here again he was playing by ear.
HAfter the first two chapters, one that takes place in a cafe on shore,
the other showing th~ arrival on board the ship, you have the first
monologue of Persio. When I'd written those first two chapters, I
suddenly felt-and when I say cfelt,' I mean it literally-that the next
thing had to be a different vision. And then Persio automatically
became the spokesman for that vision. Thafs why I numbered his
chapters differently and put them in italics. Besides, the language
there is completely different." The intention, the reader might think,
may have been to create a sort of alter ego of the author. But there is
more to it than that. Persio, says Cortazar, His not a spokesman for
my ideas, even if he is in some sense, just as some of the other charac-
ters are, too. . . . Persio is the metaphysical vision of that everyday
reality. Persio sees things from above, like a sea gull. He gives a kind
of total and unifying vision of events. There, for the first time, I had
an inkling of something that has been inhabiting me ever since, which
~ mention in Rayuela and which r d now like to be able to develop
--fully in another book. It's the notion of what I call 'figures.' It's a
feeling I have-which many of us have, but which is particularly in-
tense in me-that apart from our individual lots we all inadvertently
form part of larger figures. I think we all compose figures. For in-
stance, we at this moment may be part of a structure that prolongs it-
self at a distance of perhaps two hundred meters from here, where
there might be another corresponding group of people like us who
are no more aware of us than we are of them. I'm constantly sensing
-the possibility of certain links, of circuits that close around us, inter-
connecting us in a·way that defies all rational explanation and has
nothing to do with the ordinary human bonds that join people." He
recalls a phrase of Cocteau, to the effect that the individual stars which
form a constellation have no idea that they are forming a constella-
tion. c'We see Ursa Major, but the stars that form Ursa Major don't
know that they do. In the same way, we also may be forming Ursa
Majors and Ursa Minors, without knowing it, because we're restricted
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within our individualities. Persio has some of that structural view of
events. He always sees things as a whole, as figures, in compound
forms, trying to take an overall view of problems."
If Persio's abstract viewpoint seems a bit of an interference, it may
be because we suspect it of being less metaphysical than aesthetic: a
formal superstructure introduced artificially to satisfy the author's
and reader's instincts for order. But here we are on uncertain grounds.
The reproach has been held up to him more than once, says Cortazar.
"But I have to say I've never held it up to myself. Because, in fact,
Persio's monologues, though perhaps mainly aesthetic in effect, were
born of an almost automatic writing, at great speed and without the
control I deliberately kept over the rest of the novel. Instead of being
conscious 'readjustments, they're like escape valves for a subconscious
process. Besides they were written in the exact place where they stand.
They weren't added afterwards as they might seem to have been. I'm
sorry if they seem tacked on, but each fitted in exactly where it seemed
to belong in the book. Something kept telling me there was a need to
interrupt the sequence, to allow that other vision of things to take
over for awhile. Of course, the reproach may still hold, because what
counts is the result, not the needs of the moment." But perhaps Cor-
tazar's instinct was ~ght, after all, in using Persio's synthesizing vision
as he did. Because there is a point in his work where the aesthetic and
metaphysical meet. That is one of the beauties of Rayue1a. Persio in
Los Premios is the author's hand, still hesitant, for the first time at-
tempting to make the two terms compatible.
More successful is the existential level of Los Premios. There, vividly
real to us, always fundamentally true in word and gesture, half a dozen
human fates play themselves out under high pressure, the breath of
life in each of them as the author, in accordance with a secret scheme
that gradually emerges from the shadows, realizes himself through
them. Among them is Medrano, a dentist who has behaved as a heel,
abandoning his mistress on shore, and finds the trip an occasion to do
some soul-searching. A dramatic tum of events, masterfully travestied
by the author, precipitates him into having "what the Zen Buddhists
call saton: a sort of explosive fall-in toward himself." Medrano is a
man who never watched too closely where he stepped. Perhaps there
is a parable here about an author who graced many pages before he
stopped to read what was already written there. When he did, he took
remedial action. Medrano realizes what a thin line he has been walk-
ing. So off he goes-and the author, figuratively speaking, with him-
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down the hatch, "on a headlong plunge which in the end he pays for
dearly: with his skin."
WHICH IS ONLY AS IT SHOULD BE. Because Medrano, like Johnny
Carter, is a member of Cortazar's family of starstrllfk searchers, who
know that the true road is a difficult one, often to be purchased at a
high price, with HfeLor sanity. The latter-and perhaps the former-
is the case with Oliveira in Rayue1a. Oliveira, a triumphantly back-
boneless character, pursues a devious path down a blind alley to
destruction. At the end of the book, past the point of no return, we
are uncertain as to whether he has committed suicide or simply fallen
into complete madness. But the question is immaterial. What we
know is that he has made a concerted effort, the length of his un-
wholesome but edifying adventure, to undermine himself at every
step, to subvert rational barriers and collapse logical categories, and
that finally he has lost his footing and gone off the deep end into bot-
tomless waters. There is something heroically Quixotic about his
career. Within his abjectness, the uncompromising-and somethnes
perverse-doggedness and dignity with which he pursues his search
give him a kind of pseudo-tragic stature. Oliveira lives in extremities,
a ruinous shadow of himself, going from stranglehold to deadlock. A
chronic dreamer, his predicament is that of the man who, by means of
sterile sophistries, empty paradoxes, synthetic rationalizations, has
pushed himself to the point where he is incapable of finding a reason
to live or to do anything. Everything is the same to him: love, ab-
stract thought, art, causes. He can find irrefutable pretexts to justify
-or negate-all of them. He has chosen "a course of inaction, instead
of action"; his energies go to waste in "a purely dialectical move-
ment." It is easier for him "to think than to be." In his battle to "be,"
his weapons are mockery, outlandish farce, absurdity, outrageous
clownishness.
"I detest solemn searches," says Cortazar. Which is one reason why
he admires Zen. "What I like above all about the masters of Zen is
their complete lack of solemnity. The deepest insights sometimes
emerge from a joke, a gag or a slap in the face. In Rayuela there's a
great influence of that attitude, I might even say of that technique."
As an example, he mentions the chapter about the wooden board
toward the end of the book. Oliveira has returned to Buenos Aires
after all his Parisian mishaps: his estrangement from Maga, the death
of Maga's child, Rocamadour, his desperate and fruitless posturing.
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He runs into an old friend, Traveler, in whom he eventually begins to
recognize a sort of double of himself-an avatar of one of his own pre-
vious, more enlightened, phases; and at a given moment, in his confu-
sion-which is compounded by acute bachelor pains-he starts to
identify Traveler's wife, Talita, with his lost Maga. He has hotheaded
dreams about her. Tensions mount and the problem comes to a
head in an° excruciatingly funny scene that has every external appear-
ance of being completely insignificant. Oliveira and Traveler occupy
rooms on opposite sides of the same street; their windows face each
other. Oliveira, who has been setting up house, asks Traveler for some
necessary implements; Talita is charged with delivering them. To
shorten her road, Oliveira spans the distance between the two win-
dows with a long wooden board, inviting her to cross over it. She ac-
cepts, taking her life in her hands. As she confronts Oliveira, halfway
between him and her husband, hovering in mid-air, forty feet above
the street, masks drop, baring faces in separate solitary agony.
"The chapter of the wooden board," says Corhizar, "I think, is one
of the deepest moments in the book. Because lives are in the balance.
Yet, from beginning to end, it's treated as a wild joke."
In Rayue1a, jokes, gags, are not only dramatic elements, but stitches
in the narrative fabric. Whole scenes are built on them. Corhizar is a
great improviser. His humor can be harsh, hectic, grotesque, ironic,
jeering. The episodic construction he uses favors his ends. He is a
master of parody, jabberwocky, wordplay, non sequitur, obscenity
and even cliche, which he exploits with predatory relish. Farce alter-
nates with fantasy, slang with erudition. Puns, hyperbole, innuendo,
sudden shifts and dislocations, all the resources of comic art, includ-
ing virtuoso nonsense passages, are put to work with inexhaustible
versatility. .
Cortazar explains that certain forms of Surrealism may throw light
on his methods. Modem French literature in general has left a deep
mark on his work. Though as a young man he had so little sense of
values, he says, that he could hardly distinguish between Montaigne
and Pierre Loti, "I changed radically as a result of reading certain
French writers-for instance, Cocteau.· One day when I was about
f eighteen I read Cocteau's Opium. It was a flash of lightning that
opened a new world to me." He threw out half his library and
"plunged headfirst into the world Cocteau was showing me. Cocteau
put me on to Picasso, Radiguet, the music of the Group of the Six,
Diaghilev, all that world between 1915 and 1925, and Surrealism:
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Breton, Eluard, Crevel. The Surrealist movement has always fas-
cinated me." Cortazar is one of those who think Surrealism was one
of the great moments in this century until it was ruined by the Sur-
realists themselves, among others, when it became a mere literary
movement instead of an attitude toward life. COmlzar has also been a
great reader of two of Surrealism's direct ancestors-: Apollinaire, and
above all, Alfred Jarry. "Jarry," he says, "was a man who realized per-
fectly that the gravest matters can be explored through humor. That
was just what he tried to do with his 'pataphysique'-to touch bottom
via black humor. I think that notion had a great influence on my way
of looking at the world. I've always thought humor is one of the most
serious things there are." The respect for humor as a valid means of
investigation is the sign of a high civilization, he believes. It indicates
an ability to go prospecting for buried treasure without reaching for
big phrases. "The English know that better than anybody. Much of
great English literat~re is based on humor."
Humor, suggests Cortazar, can also be a useful defense mechanism
Wthe more "surrealistic" circumstances of daily life. He remembers it
served him well in Argentina in the Thirties and Forties, when reality
had become "a sort of waking nightmare for me." Twenty years of
social and political unrest came to a head with the advent of the
SecondWorld War, a difficult time in Argentina for anybody with a
conscience. The country had bought neutrality-and an unprecedented
. surfaFe prosperity-at the cost of self-respect. It was a period of hypo-
critical pacifism, of sham positions, false alliances, petty interests and
shabby betrayals. Then came the added foolishness of Peronism.
COmlzar, as so many of his disillusioned contemporaries, after a brief
brush ~th politics when he was on the staff of the Liberal Arts School
in Mendoza-he was actually imprisoned during a student mutiny-
withdrew to the sidelines, into what he says frankly llmay well have
been nothing but escapism." The intellectual found himself in a some-
what ludicrous quandary those days. Because resistance to the dic-
tatorship had polarizedjpublic opinion at opposite ends of the spec-
trum, his problem was where and how to take a stand in a situation
that allowed for no middle way. For those who, like Cortazar, be-
lieved there were elements of genuine value in Peronism as a social
movement but could not accept the leadership of Per6n and his wife,
or on the other hand find any effective way to channel their opposi-
tion to the regime without playing into the hands of other political
speculators and opportunists, a possible solution was to disconnect
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themselves rather guiltily from the scene and try to maintain their
sanity through bitter laughter.
Laughter, in all its dimensions, is the key to Rayeula. Its aim is to
catch the reader off-guard, penetrate his defenses and set off uncon-
trollable reflexes. Cortazar tiptoes among weighty matters like a
housebreaker. Part of the effect he achieves in his best scenes is a re-
sult of the enormous distance that exists between the narrative surface
and the underlying reality it encloses and encompasses. At moments
a meeting occurs: parallel lines intersect. There is a burst of light. The
multiple contrasting levels of a scene, and the disproportions and in-
congruities existing between them, often create a sense of high pathos.
"I think one of the moments in Rayuela where that works best is
in the break-up scene between Oliveira and Maga. The scene is a long
dialogue where a number of things come under discussion, none of
which appear to have anything to do with the matter at hand. At one
point they even burst out laughing and roll on the floor. There I
really think I managed to get an effect that would have been impos-
sible if I'd simply exploited the pathos in the situation. It would have
been just one more break-up scene, like so many others in literature/'
Another similar scene is the death of Rocamadour. The author
plays it for laughs. It occurs in a dingy hotel room, during a smoky
bull session, with jazz records in the background. Maga and Oliveira
have gone on the rocks. The climate is one of despair. But all sorts of
grotesque incidents distract from the scene: knocks on the ceiling, an
irrelevant quarrel in the corridor. Rocamadour is agonizing. But no-
body wants to rock the boat. Everybody, including, notably, the au-
thor, looks the other way.
Throughout all this-battered, bankrupt, demoralized-Oliveira con-
tinues his search for ultimates. In Rayuela the motif of the search is
orchestrated at every possible level, including the level of language.
Words are a process of elimination. We beat a path toward a distant
shore, a sort of ulterior calm in the eye of the storm, a final tum in the
thread leading to the center of the labyrinth. Language has a specific
function in Rayuela: to talk the problem out until it has been ex-
hausted or annulled-or exorcised.
"The whole of Rayuela is done through language/' says Cortazar.
''There's a direct attack on language to the extent, as it says explicitly
in many parts of the book, that it deceives us practically at very word
we say. The characters in Rayuela keep insisting on the fact that lan-
guage is an obstacle between man and his own deeper being. We
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know the reason: we use a language that's entirely outside certain
kinds of deeper realities we might gain access to if we didn't let our~
selves be misled by the ease with which language explains, or purports
to explain, everything." As for the "center" Oliveira touches at the
end, "and end that remains undefined-I don't know myself whethe-r
Oliveira really jumped out the window and killed himself or simply
went completely mad, which wouldn't have been too great an in~
convenience since he was already installed in an asylum; he kept
switching roles, from nurse to patient, and back, like someone chang-
ing c1othes-I think that was an attempt on my part to demonstrate
from an Occidental viewpoint, with all the limitations and shortcom-
ings this implies, a jump into the absolute like that of the Zen Bud-
dhist monk or the Master of Vedanta."
For Oliveira, common sense has led nowhere. Therefore, to break
his mental block, abandoning words, he resorts to acts. But where does
this leave the author? Oliveira's acts must be described in words.
"There we touch the heart of the matter," says Cortazar. "There's
a terrible paradox in being a writer, a man of -words, and fighting
against words. It's a kind of suicide. But I want to stress that at bot-
tom I don't fight against words as a whole or in essence. I fight against
a certain usage, a language that I think has been falsified, debased,
made to serve ignoble ends. It's a bit like the accusation-a mistaken
accusation, it turned out to be finally-that was brought against the
Sophists in their day. Of course, I have to figh~ means of words
themselves. That's why Rayuela, from a stylistic point of view, is very
badly written. There's even a part (Chapter 75) where the language
starts to become very elegant. Oliveira remembers his past life in
Buenos Aires, and does so in a polished and highly chiseled language.
It's an episode that's written fussing over everr word. Until after about
half a page, suddenly Oliveira breaks out laughing. He's really been
watching himself all the time in the mirror. So then he takes his shav-
ing cream and starts to draw lines and shapes on tl!-e mirror, making
fun of himself. I think this scene fairly well sums up what the book
is trying to do."
Language must be of paramount concern to the writer, says Corta-
zar, in a literature which still demonstrates such glaring lacks in this
area as ours does. Our difficulties he attributes in part to the bad influ-
ence of foreign translations. The apprentice writer is at their mercy.
The language of translations is a landless abstraction, a sort of blood-
less jargon that reduces every style to a common denominator. "In a
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country where there's a real literary tradition, where literature reflects
the evolution of language, as might be the case in Spain, France, Ger-
many or the U.S., there evidently writers work with a sense of in-
herited responsibility. They have an acute sense of style, a well-trained
ear and high formal standards. In Argentina we have none of this." If
pompous, labored styles still abound among us, it is because writing,
regarded as a performance, imposes a posture. The writer clears his
throat, fans out his tailfeathers, and "reproduces on the cultural plane
the typical attitude of the ignorant, semi-literate man who, when he
sits down to write a letter, finds it necessary to use a completely dif-
ferent language from the one he speaks with, as if he were struggling
against some physical impediment, overcoming a series of taboos."
Cortazar's work denounces this false language. He works "against
the grain," as he says. Just as he is anti- or para-psychological in his
approach to character-that chip in the cosmic kaleidoscope-he is
anti-literary in utterance. Morelli, a waggish professor he creates in the
appendix of Rayuela to give voice to some of his ideas, is speaking for
him when he proposes a novel that would not be Ilwritten" in the
ordinary sense of the word, but "unwritten." We can take this bit of
Morelliana as a point of departure for Cortazar, who for some time
now has been struggling to devise a Ilcounter-Ianguage that will estab-
lish new circuits, dispensing with the conceptual baggage and other
mental obstacles that hamper true communication."
"The book I want to write now," he tells us, "which I hope I can
write, because it's going to be much more difficult that RayueIa, will
carry this to its final consequences. It will be a book that will probably
have very few readers, because the ordinary bridges of language that
the reader logically expects will have been reduced to a minimum. In
Rayuela there are many bridges left. In that sense Rayuela is a hybrid
product, a first attack. If I manage to write this other book, it will be
a positive contnoution in the sense that, having concluded the attack
I mounted against conventional language in Rayuela, I'm going to try
to create my own language. I've already started to work at it, and it's
no easy task. The ideal would be to arrive at a language that would
reject all the crutches (not only the obvious ones, but the other, the
ones under cover) and other trappings of what is so cheerfully referred
to as a literary style. I know it will be an anti-literary language, but it
will be a language. The point is, I've always found it absurd to talk
about transforming man if man doesn't simultaneously, or previously,
transform his instruments of knowledge. How to transform oneself if
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one continues to use the same language Plato used? The essence of the
problem hasn't changed; I mean the type of problems that were pon-
dered in Athens in the fifth century before Christ are still basically
the same today because our logical categories haven't changed. The
question is: can one do something different, set out in another direc-
tion? Beyond logic, beyond Kantian categories, beyond the whole
apparatus of Western thought-for instance, looking at the world as
if it weren't an expression of Euclidean geometry.-is it possible to
push across a new border, to take a leap into something more authen-
tic? Of course I don't know. But I think it is." The problem is not
only to replace a whole set of images of the world but, as Morelli says,
to go beyond imagery itself, to discover a new stellar geometry that
will open new mental galaxies. Here is where the "figures" come in.
Says Cortazar: "The concept of 'figures' will be of use to me in-
strumentally, because it provides me with a focus very different from
the usual one in a novel or narrative that tends to individualize the
characters and equip them with personal traits and psychologies. I'd
like to write in such a way that my writing would be full of life in the
deepest sense, full of,action and meaning, but a life, action and mean-
ing that would no longer rely exclusively on the interaction of indi-
viduals, but rather on a sort of super-action involving the 'figures'
formed by a constellation of characters. I realize it isn't at all easy to
explain this. . . . But as time goes by, I feel this notion of 'figures'
more strongly everyday. In other words, I feel daily more connected
w.ith other elements in the universe, I am less of an egoist and I'm
more· aware of the constant interactions taking place between other
things or beings and myself. I have an impression of all that moves on
I a plane responding to other laws, other structures that lie outside the
world of individuality. I would like to write a book that would show
how these figures constitute a sort of break with, or denial of individual
reality, sometimes completely unknown to the characters themselves.
One of the many problems that arise in this scheme, a problem al-
ready hinted at in RayueIa, is to know up to what point a character
can serve a purpose that is fulfilling itself outside him, without' his
being in the least aware of it, without his realizing that he is one of
the links in that super-action or super-structure."
In attempting to answer this question, Cortazar will have to bear
arms against conventional notions of time and space. Having already
denied us ordinary identification with characters and situations,
Morelli, in Rayue1a, goes a step farther. He points to the "error of
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postulating an absolute historical time" and suggests that the author
should not "lean on circumstance." This is a principle Cortazar has
begun to put into practice in a new collection of stories called Todos
Los Fuegos El Fuego (All Fires Are Fire). He can point to a story in
this collection that ignores stereotyped time. "A single character lives
in Buenos Aires today and in Paris in 1870' One day he's strolling in
downtown Buenos Aires and at a certain moment, without any break
in the continuity, suddenly he's in Paris. The only person who may
be surprised is the reader," he adds. "Covered gallery-a sort of out-of-
the-way territory I've always found very mysterious-symbolizes his
passage from one place to the other. In France it's winter, in Argen-
tina it's summer, but there's no clash in his mind. He finds it perfectly
natural to live in two different worlds (but are they really two different
worlds for him? ) ."
In a sense, this is the crucial point Cortazar has been trying to settle
in all his work. No small part of Oliveira's problem in Rayuela is the
fact that he is a rootless soul inwardly divided between "two different
worlds"-a "Frenchified Argentine," as he calls himself. And, "noth-
ing kills a man faster than being obliged to represent a country," the
author quotes Jacques Vache in the epigraph that introduces the first
part of the book. Says eorhizar, a man who has learned the problem
is not to adapt to a country but to become acclimated in the universe:
"I use the phrase ironically, because I think it's obvious from every-
thing I've written that I've never considered myself an autochthonous
writer. Like Borges and a few others, I seem to have understood that
the best way to be an Argentine is not to run around broadcasting the
fact all the time, especially not in the stentorian tones used by the
so-called autochthonous writers. I remember when I moved to Paris,
a young poet who is a very well-known critic and essayist in Argentina
today bitterly reproached me for leaving and accused me of an act
that sounded a lot like treason. I believe that all the books I've written
from Paris have resoundingly disproved him, because my readers con-
sider me an Argentine writer, even a very Argentine writer. So the
quote is ironic in regard to that sort of flag-waving Argentinism. I
thi~k there's a deeper way of being an Argentine which might make
itself felt, for instance, in a book where Argentina is never mentioned.
I don't see why an Argentine writer has to have Argentina as his sub-
ject. I think being an, Argentine means to share in a set of spiritual
and intellectual values, and nonvalues of all sorts, to assume or reject
these values, to join in the game or blow the stop whistle; just as if
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one were Norwegian or Japanese. It has nothing to do with sopho-
moric notions of patriotism. In Argentina there continues to be a
grave confusion between national literature and literary nationalism
which are not exactly the same thing. In any case, the Argentina that
appears in my; later books is largely imaginary, at least where concrete
references ar~ concerned. In Rayuela, for example, the Porteno epi.
sodes, ~xcluding the few topical references to streets and neighbor-
hoods, are set against a completely invented background. In other
words, I don't require the physical presence of Argentina to be able
to write."
We might speak of the l4metaphysical" presence of Buenos Aires in
Rayue1a. Perhaps that is the key to the whole thing. Buenos Aires, in
Cortazar-its gestures, its humor-is not.a city but a skyline, a rooftop,
a springboard into that longed-for "kibbutz" or nirvana, where differ-
ences vanish. Morelli, always useful in a tight spot, agi~tes for a race
of writers who are "outside the superficial time of their era, and from
that timeless point where everything is raised to the condition of a
'figure,' where it acts as a sign, not a subject for description, who try to
create works that may be alien or inimical to their age and their sur-
rounding historical context, but which nevertheless include this age
and context, explain them and ultimately po~nt them on a transcen-
dent course that finally leads to an encounter with man."
"One must travel far while loving one's home," said Apollinaire in
a phrase that supplies the epigraph for the second part of Rayuela. It
gives the essence of the Cortazan adventure. It is one of the forms-
.perhaps the most personal-of this adventure that Oliveira lives in
Rayue1a. Oliveira is. a split personality in pursuit of a multiple mirror-
self th~t forever eludes him. Which is why his plight becomes acute
as he wistfully confronts his double, Traveler. He touches parts of a
lost self-a vanished unity-in others. The theme of the double, with
its infinite variations, is a constant in Cortazar's work. It can take an
oneiric form as in the story "La noche boca arriba" ("On His Back
under the Night") where a man !A..his sleep retreads ancestr~Lpaths,
or again in "Lejana" ("Faraway Image") where a woman on a honey-
moon trip in Hungary meets herself coming the other way on a misty
bridge, just as she had previously dreamed she would; or serve as the
basis for a meditation on immortality as it does in the intellectually
more stringent and exacting l4Una fIor amarilla" ("A Yellow Flower") .
Doubles, says Cortazar, are like his "figures"-or, rather, reversing the
equation, "the 'figures' are a sort of apex of the theme of the double, to
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the extent that they would tend to illustrate connections, concatena-
tions existing between different elements that, from a logical stand-
point, would seem to be entirely unrelated."
CORTAzAR'S ILLUSTRATIONS, always bifocal at least, sometimes take us
to odd places, not only mentally, but also geographically. The mental
fringes his characters inhabit are faithfully reflected in the marginal
settings they frequent. In Rayuela we quickly lose our bearings as the
scene shifts from a dark comer under a bridge to a mental hospital....
in Cortazar a conference hall can suddenly become a urinal-to a cir-
cus with a shamanic hole in the tent.
"I like marginal situations of all kinds," he says. "I prefer back alley-
ways to main thoroughfares. I detest classic itineraries-at every level"
An example of this attitude is his hobgoblinish Historias de Cronopios
y de Famas, which is full of those serious jokes he is so fond of: in-
structions for mounting a staircase, for winding a clock; a sketch about
a man who loses his head and learns to detect sounds, smells and
colors with his sense of touch; a section called '~Ocupaciones Raras"
("Strange Occupations"), which works its effects under the skin, on
raw nerve ends. In Cronopios corpses grow nails, the bald drop their
wigs. There is a warning against the dangers of zippers. The author
is constantly emptying his pockets under the table. When the book
appeared in Argentina, it was received with clacking dentures. Poets
treated it with respect, says Cortazar, but the few critics who men-
tioned it were shocked. They deplored the fact that such a "serious
writer" could stoop to such unimportance. "There," he says, "we
touch on one of the worst things about Argentina: the stupid notion
of importance. The idea of doing something just for the fun of it is
practically nonexistent in our literature." Cortazar provides a cure
for this ill. Cronopios came to him like a sudden twinge, a shot in
the dark. "In 1951, the year I came to Paris," he tells us, "there was a
concert one night in the Theatre des Champs Elysees. Suddenly, sit-
ting there, I thought of some characters that were going to be called
Cronopios. They were somewhat extravagant creatpres that I didn't
see very clearly yet, kinds of microbes floating in the air, shapeless
greeenish blobs that gradually started to take on human traits. After
.that, in cafes, in the streets, in the subway, I started writing stories
about the Cronopios and the Famas, and the Esperanzas; which came
later. It was a pure game. . . . Another part of the book, 'The M~n-
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ual of Instructions,' I wrote after I got married, when Aurora and I
went to live in Italy for awhile. You have Aurora to blame for these
texts. One day, mounting an endless staircase in a museum and out of
breath, she said suddenly: 'The trouble is that this is a staircase for
going down.' I loved that phrase.' So I said to Aurora: 'One ought to
write some instructions about how to go up and down a staircase.' "
He did. Similarly, in Rayuela, he composed a certain circus scene be-
cause it served "as a chance to include some elements of humor, of
pure inventiveness: for instance, the mathematical cat, which I had a
good laugh over."
Oliveira also has a good laugh over it-but it is a hollow laugh, the
laugh of a man being led to the gallows. It has the ring of crisis.
Hilarity, in Cortazar, often becomes a sort of seizure. His comic
pangs are like death throes. His comic scenes are really brink situations
in an almost Dostoievskian sense. Rayuela is made up almost entirely
of brink situations. Apart from their dramatic effectiveness, they
provide the author with strong motor impulses. "For one thing, they
heighten reader-interest, which I always keep very much in mind.
They're another form of inattention in the book. Besides, I think these .
brink situations are a kind of displacement for the reader, a way of
'estranging' him. They shake him up a bit, shift the ground under
him. But, above all, they are the situations where the ordinary cate-
gories of understanding have either collapsed or are on the point of
collapsing. LogiCal principles .are in crisis; the principle of identity
wavers. Brink situations ate the best method I know for the author
first, then the reader, to be able to dissociate, to take a leap out of
himself. In other words, if the characters are stretched tight as bows,
at the point of highest tension, then there's the possibility of some-
thing like an illumination. I think the chapter about the wooden
board in RayueJa is the one that best illustrates that. There I'm violat-
ing all the laws of common sense. But precisely because I'm violating
those laws by placing my characters and therefore also the reader in
an almost unbearable position-it's as if I were receiving a friend sit-
ting in a bathtub in tails and a top hat-at that moment I can really
get across what I want to say. What I was trying to say in the chapter'
of the wooden board is that at that moment Traveler and Oliveira
have a sudden complete meeting of minds. Perhaps this is where the
notion of the double takes concrete form. Besides, they're gambling
for the possession of Talita. What Oliveira sees in Talita is a kind of
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image of Maga." It recalls the first image in the book: Maga oil a
bridge-over a sacred element: water-in Paris. Bridges and boards are
symbols of passage "from one dimension into another."
There are other means of passage in Rayuela, among them one that
turns out to be a descent into Hell. There was already a staircase lead-
ing down into neither regions-the hold of the boat-in Los Premios.
Here the image is more chilling-and specific. Oliveira and Talita ride
a dumbwaiter down into the madhouse morgue. Instead of hot coals
we have a deep freeze. Oliveira stands clearly revealed in this scene.
Toward the end of it, he suddenly kisses Talita. Talita, who is no fool,
rushed back to tell Traveler what had happened, complaining: "I don't
want to be somebody else's zombie." She has caught on, and "I think
the descent into Hell was perhaps the way to create the necessary ten-
sion to permit that almost inconceivable moment. Under the circum-
stances, there could be no misunderstanding. Talita is terrified by
what she has just seen in the morgue. She and Oliveira are in a situa-
tion of extreme tension, so extreme that right afterwards the whole
scene takes place literally on the borderline for Oliveira who returns
to his room and starts to set up his system of defenses, convinced
that Traveler is going to come and kill him."
Extravagant as ever, Oliveira surrounds himself with a sort of huge
spiderweb, made of networks of threads he extends all over the room,
hoping Traveler will trip and tangle in them. Pans of water irregularly,
but strategically, scattered on the floor fortify the stronghold with a
moat. Thus buttressed, Oliveira props himself up to wait on the win-
dowsill. And fate closes in. When Traveler opens the door, he finds
Oliveira on the point of throwing himself out the window. Oliveira
has just caught sight of Talita-Maga tromping on a hopscotch chart
down below in the courtyard. He comes full circle. He has been an
inveterate dabbler in deep waters, an "enlightened bum" for whom
the first principle of self-respect was not. to beg a question, but to do it
to death worthily instead. We see him for a moment congratulating
himself over his downfall. Who knows what may happen? Breaking
down may mean breaking through. His dead end JDay tum out to be
the reverse side of a new beginning. On the other hand, his final loss
may be in finding himself.
Oliveira is the creation of an author for whom literature-an act
revolutionary by nature-has a high missionary purpose as it functions
as an instrument for reform and renewal. And this is why Cortazar
says that "as a young man literature for me was the great classics-and
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also the best of the avant-garde, let's says the most established names:
Valery, St. John Perse, Eliot, Ezra Pound-the Goethian tradition, we
might call it. Now that literature inte~ests me a lot less, because I find
myself more or less at odds with it. Nobody can deny its remarkable
achievements; but at the same time, it's entirely circumscribed within
the mainstream of the Western tradition. What interests me more
and more nowadays is what I would call the literature of exception. A
good page of Jarry stimulates me much more than the complete works
of La Bruyere. This Isn't an absolute judgment. I think classical
literature continues to be what it is. But I agree with Jarry's great
'pataphysical' principle: 'The most interesting things are not laws but
exceptions: The poet must devote himself to hunting for the excep-
tions and leave the laws to the scientists and the serious writers." Ex-
ceptions, says Cortazar, "offer what I call an opening or a fracture, and
also, in a sense, a hope. I'll go into my grave without having lost the
hope that one morning the sun will rise in" the west. It exasperates me
with its obedience and obstinacy, things that wouldn't bother a clas-
sical writer all that much."
A PROBLEM Cortazar might have to wrestle with-if the sun did sud-
denly rise in the west for him one day-would be the communicability
of this vision. How to transmit it? Would it be something that was
"in the air"-that others would also see? One might perhaps assume
that if he found the words to express it, he would be telling us some-
thing we were already-though wordlessly, incoherently-telling our-
selves. He would precede us, but only to make our realization, as it
were, simultaneous with his. In Rayue1a he speaks of an experience
that would be latent in every page, waiting to be relived by the reader
who would COme prepared to discover it as his own.
In this sense, from the point of view of our literature, Rayue1a is a
confirmation. We could say it is our Ulysses. Like Joyce, Cortazar, by
a sort of inner triangulation, measuring a personal magnitude, has
fathomed our world in exile. From his solstice, he has found our
equator. It was partly a matter of pinpointing things, he says. A book
like Rayuela, on the one hand, gives the reader a lot he was already
prepared for. "Generally the books that a generation recognizes as its
own," says Cortazar, "are those that haven't been written by the au-
thor alone but, in a sense, by the whole generation." Rayuela is one of
those books. It raised blisters when it came out in Argentina. It sold
}. out its first edition of 5,000 copies-editions of 10,000 being considered
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runaway best-sellers~in a year. Since then,the mailman has often been
at the doorbell, usually with gratifying news. "The mail I've received
on Rayue1a," says Cortizar, "proves that this book was 'in the air' in
Latin America. Many bittersweet letters say: 'You've stolen my novel/
or: 'Why go on writing when my book should have been like Rayuela?'
Which goes to show the book was latent somehow, and imminent. I
happened to be the one to write it, that's all. But that is only one side
of the problem. The other side is that, obviously, a significant book
also has to contribute something new. There must be a step forward."
And here is where Rayuela shines. The "step forward" it offers is a
new concept of the literary experience that may come to live a long
life in our literature. Rayne1a is the first Latin American novel which
takes itself as its own central topic or, in other words, is essentially
about the writing of itself. It lives in constant metamorphosis, an un-
finished process that invents itself as it goes, involving the reader in
such a way as to make him a part of the creative impulse.
If there is any objection one can raise to Rayne1a, it is that too
much of it functions on the kind of intellectual premises the ordinary
reader would be likely to break his teeth on. Its erudition, pursued at
times to unnecessary lengths, is intimidating. Oliveira-we gather
somewhere in the text-is a frustrated writer. His problems are formu-
lated in what we might call a writer's terms, with a somewhat indiges-
tible wealth of literary allusions. Effects depend heavily on the cultural
backlog the reader can call on. None of this seems very intrinsic to the
purpose, of the book, unless we assume the premise implicit through-
out that the writer's or artist's problems, and even the terms in which
they are expressed, can be equated with those of man in general. Corta-
zar argues that in Oliveira he created "a man of the street," as he says,
"an intelligent and cultured man, but at the same time perfectly com-
monplace and even mediocre, so the reader could identify with him
without any trouble, and even outdistance him in his own personal
experience." Yet Oliveira may well seem out of reach to the ordinary
reader. And here is the flaw. But is it that? COmlzar admits that
"Rayuela, like so much of my work, suffers from hyper-intellectuality.
But," he added, "I'm not willing or able to renounce that intellectual-
ity, insofar as I can breathe life into it, make it pulse in every thought
and word. I use it quite a bit as a freeshooter, firing always from the
most unusual and unexpected angles. I can't and I shouldn't renounce
what I know, out of a sort of prejudice in favor of what I merely live.
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The problem is to give it new intentions, .new targets and points of
departure."
In this labyrinthian enterprise he has succeeded beautifully. It has
been his way of following the thousand different threads of self that
lead toward the center of being. "I think no road is entirely closed to
any man," he says. And certainly he has found more than one opening
into the farther reaches of experience-an achievement of no small
moment for a man who confesses in Rayue1a to "the somewhat be-
lated discovery" that "aesthetic orders are more a mirror than a pas-
sageway for metaphysical longing."
Anything, even to fall back, rather than remain static, has been his
motto throughout his career. He allows himself no false reconciliation
with himself or the world. "The world is full of people living in false
bliss," he says. He will continue to trip himself up as he goes along.
The important thing for hifii is to keep his inner dialogue going.
Learning to speak to himself has been his way of trying to talk to oth-
ers. He has just begun to find his voice. "When all is said and done,"
he says, "I feel very much alone, and I think that's as it should be. In
other words, I don't rely on Western tradition alone as a valid passport,
. and culturally I'm also totally disconnected from Eastern tradition,
which I don't see any particular compensatory reason to lean on
either. The truth is, each day I lose more confidence in myself, and
I'm happy. I write worse and worse, from an aesthetic point of view.
. I'm glad, because I think I'm approaching the point where perhaps
I'll be able to start writing as I think one ought to write in our time. It
may seem a kind of suicide, in a sense, but it's better to be a suicide
than a zombie. It may be absurd for a writer to insist on discarding
his work instruments. But I think those instruments are false. I want
to wipe my slate clean, start from scratch."
• LUIS HARS~s book of essays on contemporary Latin American writers,
Ten in Their Times, will be published in English early next year by Harper
&Row. Harss has published two novels, The Blind and The Little Men, is~
sued in this country by Atheneum. The essay on Cortazar is the third to be
published by NMQ and was written in collaboration with Barbara Doh~
mann who taped, transcribed and assisted in the writing and editing.
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ROBERT BOu.ANDER
ODYSSEY ISLAND
Round the sea a bit and you are on it,
Shaped so well you'd think the mythologist
Had made it so for men to look on and admire-
His home was there, his waiting wife,
And there the hill he put his oar in.
It is a perfect place to look on.
The mind comes churning back from Homer
To fill the eyes with imagined beauty
And valor, and the sense that you are in it,
That you on your ship are Odysseus
Home again, knowing enough for thirty
Centuries to follow you with praise.
But it is wrong, this kind of poetry,.
To stand upon the warm deck
Eyes full of happy tears from tired music
Of intellectual sentiment.
This is no place to come home to,
No one like Odysseus walked that hill,
And you were never here before.
There is an island, the sun, the sea;
You on a ship headed elsewhere,
Looking for a myth while you wait for lunch.
-
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I LOOK AT THE MISSOURI THROUGH A STORM
These wind-thrust sheets are caroling unkindly
Up my window glass; the,frame gapes innocently
Enough, but whistles in its cracks, and I
Would like to think a lie, that nvermen
Were pursing sunburnt lips and blowing
Through the stonn to mark their weary pace.
Across the valley, distance mottles all the shades
Of brown and green, filling in the scarred
Neb~ska bluffs. Distance is the secret
Of historians, until perspective waves like blowing grass,
To focus only on the memory, indoors.
Now quiet the wind, and listen for the cry
Of boatmen, paddles dipped in Missouri mud,
Arms outstretched for northern furs,
And Indian women waiting past a hundred river turns
For someone else. No matter why they went;
The first have gone, and their slow return
Is what we celebrate in later storms.
141
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DONALD F. DRUMMOND
GANNETT PEAK, WYOMING
When I was young and under Gannett there,
Hard by the frozen river I
Saw a broomtail drifting, back to wind
And snow along the river's edge,
Rump to the blizzard, drifting along the bank,
The blizzard following, creeping up flank,
As he moved'1Vith it, stirring up his blood
Against the cold, the blow of high dry snow,
But not so rapidly that snow would tum to ice
From his own heat, and freeze him till he fell,
There was no fence to tum him to the blast
And so he drifted as a bronc should
When winter slows the quickness of the blood:
Back to the.storm, and head ahead for room,
By which old course, horses escape the tomb
Of snow or ice, and live another day.
This is the way it must be anyway.
Perhaps his teeth showed him as old as ten
Which would be fifty-two or -three for men.
Instinct provides until he hits a fence.
Then with no place to go, he turns his head
And panics, tearing into storm.
The cold descends, and ice is warm, and sleep
Ascends: a little hill of frost
Remains where once was will.
Shall reason substitute with common sense,
Reduce the panic, and avert the chill?
My reason tells me so. I wonder still.
A storm may make me drift a day or two
But only common sense may set me free
To break the fence or jump it and to be
Thoughtful enough to think my panic through,
To find what I mustdo
And coldly do it,
Knowing that it will wound before I'm through it.
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So I was young then; now, so nearly old,
As is old buckskin bucking through the drifts,
Confronted by the ifs
Of what the blizzards bring:
The aptly cold, the panic blood more thin.
Perhaps I'll make it, even into spring.
POLINGAYSI QOYAWAYMA
THE SELECT IN THE DESERT
Alone in the desert
One hears the voice of silence
That unveils mysteries so beguiling
That the moment may often be mistaken
For the entire truth.
Things are heard but not seen.
Breezes come-hot, warm, and cool-
That touch the spirit with healing.
But ohl the cruel parched wasteland,
Windswept ravines, sand dunes,
And barren mesa rocks,
As far as the inner mind can see.
"Can anything live here?" came a whisper.
"Oh, yest" came an answer.
"Only the select are chosen,
And only the strong survive."
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JOHN ALEXANDER ALLEN
AKIND OF QUEST,
ASORT OF BRIAR ROSE
After the windy sighs were done, for once
And all, the pigeons on the gritty sill
Bemoaned, or so it seemed, in monotones,
Illicit pleasure in the city's tall
Hotels, and pain in broken assignations.
He, for whom the service elevator,
Rising, should have quelled a miracle
Of continence too long preserved by war .
And angels, waited faithfully, but hall
And stolid door purveyed no paramour.
Still, the midget citizens pursued
Their paths of fretted industry below,
As though precipitated down a chute;
And only he, beneath a laden bough,
Had leisure to regret the wasted fruit.
No stranger to that insulated room,
He rang the changes on a message meant
For every solitary girl whose name
His wish ";ad conjured with; but discontent
Eschewed the pigeons roosting in the grime.
He took the wedded pigeons to betoken
Pleasure, waiting in the wings to heed
An honest suit. How sweet to lie forsaken
Yet a while, and contemplate the bride
No prince could fail, nor any kiss awaken!
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In a glacial grind, knowing
Scant reason but wannth or cold.
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HORACE HAMILTON
LOOKING SOUTH
I
Whateverkeptush~e
Keeps us, let's agree,
Long aft~ we'd thought to stay;
Whatever held us, holds us
From the broken path leading up
To a moon clime of despair;
n Yet nothing really stays,
Over and over the act of love Not even love of self, not the
Has lied, a seditious thing ~st face of someone else;
That wears abroad its fact of home,
Nothing, unless we add up
Layers of the face we wash away,
.Coral and sea-sediment of ourselves.
Death is ugly, the old know,
Avoiding the blood's tide-rip;
They enlist the young as soldiers.
m
Whatever held us, holds us
In that narrow gut of memory still,
That abides some outfall of fate-
More than death, a dread of taxes and
Morticians-bone-brittle, unpadded,
,Totting up the heroes we've outlived.
What's left but singing old songs,
First songs rounding into dream,
Repetitious as birds gone north
Testing their lost south?
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ERNEST KROLL
TRANSCONTINENTAL
(Bound East)
Behind it, all Chicago hidden,
I raise the shade and find myseH
Riding out of town supine, bidden
Farewell for the summer in the night
By the soo LINE, blinking from
A factory roof in neon light
Of funeral home defunctive blue,
By some illusion, so LONG, SO LONG.
The season's spent.
The mountains and the Boor of com,
And now this city, soon hull down
Is slowly sinking out sight.
I am borne within my berth
Beneath the winking firmament,
Feet first through the dark, and fast·
Through many a Bashing, silent station,
Eastward down· this arc of earth
Toward winter-and the continent
Across the river, vast
Behind me, vaster in imagination.
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Poetry Contributors
• JOUN A1.ExANDER .Au.EN, the as-
sistant chairman of the English De-
partment at Hollins College, Vir-
ginia, published poetry in the Spring
1965 issue of NMQ. His poems
have also appeared in the Kenyon,
Sewanee, Southern and Saturday
Reviews, in Atlantic and· in the Re-
porter.
• The author of several volumes of
poetry, No Moat, No Castle (1949),
The Battlement (1955), The Draw-
bridge (1963), The Crey Tower
(1966)-all published by Alan Swal-
10w-DoNAP> F. DRUMMOND has
had his work included in such peri-
odicals as Poetry, the Hudson Re-
view, and the Hopkins Review. In
1962 he was nominated for the Na-
tional Book Award. He is a profes-
sor of English at the University of
Missouri.
• HORACE HAMll.TON, a professor
at Rutgers Uwversity, is widely
published as a 'Poet and a scholar.
In 1956 his work was included in
the Borestone Poetry Awards vol-
ume. Twayne and Rutgers Univer-
&
sity Press have issued volumes of
his verse-the latter publishing his
book, Before Dark, in 1965. Reared
in China, Hamilton has written and
Swallow has published a biography,
China Two Generations _Ago, in
1957. Literary magazines such as
Kenyon Review, the New Yorker,
Poetry, New World Writing, South-
west Review and NMQ have fre-
quently printed his poetry.
~ Princeton professor ROBERT HOL-
LANDER is a poet, editor and trans-
lator. His verse appears in many
literary periodicals. His translation
of Andre Malraux's The Tempta-
tion of the West was published by
Vintage in 1961. He is an editor of
A Poetry Reader and co-editor (with
S. Lind) of Literature in English
for the American Book Company.
At Princeton University he teaches
EuroPean literature.
• Poet ERNEST KROLL has been a
frequent contributor to NMQ and
to many of the leading literary mag-
azines in the U.S. These include the
New Yorker, Atlantic Monthly,
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Harper's, and the Saturday Review.
E. P. Dutton & Co. has published
two volumes of his verse; two more
are forthcoming. A professional poet,
he has been employed as a journal-
ist, an editor and in advertising; he
is now a public information officer
with the Department of State,
Washington, D. C.
• IOBN R. Mn.TON, a poet who has
received, among othe; awards, a resi-
dency at The Helene Wurlitzer
Foundation in Taos, is a professor
of English, Director 0 of Creative
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My Grandpa and the Haint
BY ERNEST J. GAINE~
AT FIRST it wasn't much more than a grunt. Something like-"Un-
hunh." Then he was quiet. Then he did it again, twice. "Un-hunh, un-
hunh." Then quiet again. Then the third time he did it he didn't even
try to hold it back. He just came right out and giggled.
I'll give him twenty, I said. One, two, three, four-I got to twelve,
and Pap said: "Guess that's enough for today. Catch 'em all one day,
won't have nothing left to come back for."
So we pulled in our lines and went up the bank. I was carrying the
string of fish, and Pap was walking in front of me with that little fish-
ing pole over his shoulder: That little fishing pole was bent at the end,
but it was strQng as iron. Pap had had it ever since I could remember,
and I was twelve years old then. -
j Just before we got-to the crossroad I heard that little grunt again.
Then about a half a minute later two more little grunts. Then a little
while after that, the giggling. Well, that'll be another hour or so, I
told myself. And when we came to the crossroad, just like I was think-
ing we would do, we turned' towards her house. Pap was walking in
front and me right behind him.
After going a little piece, I could see the trees around Miss Molly
Bee's fence. They were tall pecan and oak trees, and they hid the yard
and the house from us. You didn't see the house at all till you got right-
on it.
Miss Molly Bee was sitting out on the gallery fanning. She was al-
ways sitting out on,the gallery fanning. She was a big Creole lady with
a pile of jet-black hair. She smiled as soon as she seen us coming in
the yard.
"Thought you m~ght not drop by today," she said.
Pap gave her a little smile, and she smiled back at Pap. People said
she had many boyfriends, but I think she liked Pap the most. When
she looked at Pap, look like there wasn't nobody else in the world.
,
"
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"Hello, ~obby," she said;
"Miss Molly Bee," I said.
I laid the string of fish on the bottom step, and sat on the one just
above it. Pap sat on the gallery and leaned back against the post. Pap
never sat in a chair no matter where he went. At home Mom would
try to get him to sit in a chair when they was out on the gallery
together, but Pap never would. He said he believed it was the Indian
in him made him sit on the floor all the time. But, anyhow, for
courtesy sake, Miss Molly Bee said: "Get you a chair, Toddy?" Pap's
name was Robert, same as mine, but Miss Molly Bee called him Tod-
dy. She had made up that little name herself.
"Good right here," Pap said. "00000, it's been hot."
"Sure has," Miss Molly Bee said. "Got some lemonade inside. Get
you a glassful?" .
"That would be fine," Pap said. Pap was always sporty when he
talked to Miss Molly Bee. .
"Little Bobby?" Miss Molly Bee said.
"Yes, Ma'am. Thank you," I said.
So she went in and got it, and we sat there drinking and keeping
very quiet. Then after a little while, I could feel it was a little too
.quiet. I could feel it was about time for one of them to grunt. I raised
the glass and took a swallow. Nothing. I lowered the glass. Still noth-
ing. Nothing but quiet. What the heck's going on? I said.
I was just about ready to raise the glass for the last few drops, when
I heard Miss Molly Bee go, "Un-hunh." Pap waited about a minute,
and then he went like that too, "Un-hunh." Then it was quiet a while,
and then Miss Molly Bee went like that again-twice. Then Pap did
it like that twice. Then it was quiet a minute, and then Miss Molly
Bee started giggling very softly. And just when she was getting ready
to quit, Pap started his giggling.
"Hen still laying up the road?" Pap asked Miss Molly Bee.
And I said to myself, You might as well stand up right now and
head on up there, 'cause that's .where you'll be going in about two
minutes hom now.
"Still laying up there," Miss Molly Bee said. "Won't break that
habit for nothing."
"Picked your eggs today?" Pap asked. .
"Not yet," Miss Molly Bee said.
It was quiet a minute. Then Pap said: "Bobby, why 'on't you go
up there and get Miss Molly Bee them eggs?"
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"Maybe it's too hot, Toddy," Miss Molly Bee said.
"No, Ma'am, it's not too hot," I said.
I stood up to leave. But before I went down the steps, I looked
over at Pap. "One day," I said to myself. "One day-just watch. I'm
getting sick and tired of hunting these eggs every time I go fishing."
I left them sitting there on the gallery. But I knowed five minutes
later they 0 was going to be back in the kitchen, and Miss Molly Bee
was going to have her\foot in that basin of water.
The first time I went over there with Pap, they started that giggling
just like they did today. That was about a year ago. One of them giggle
a little while, then the other one giggle a little while. Then one, then
the other. Then they started talking about that hen nest way up the
road. I said lwould go and get the eggs if Miss Molly Bee didn't mind.
She said No, she would be obliged if I did, and she told Pap to point
out the spot for me. Pap stood up to point it out, and he told me
while I was up there I could break me a piece of cane or pick me some
pecans since it wasn't necessary for me to hurry right back. I didn't
know what he was getting to, so I tore up there and got the egg and
tore right back. They wasn't on the gallery where I'd left'em, but as I
started round the house I could hear Miss Molly Bee giggling. I didn't
know what she was giggling about, and since I was a little boy, it sure
wasn't any of my business. So instead of going back there where they
was, I went back to the front and sat on the steps. As I went by the
door, I could see her sitting in a chair way back in the kitchen, and I
could see she had' her foot in a wash basin. I couldn't see Pap at all,
but I figured that since Miss. Molly Bee was giggling like that Pap
musta been somewhere around. I sat on the step waiting for them.
Then when they was through doing what they was doing back there,
both of 'em came to the front. I gave Miss Molly Bee the egg, and
then me and Pap left. '
The next time we· went fishing, Pap started that giggling at the
bayou again. Then a few minutes later, me and him was leaving. When
we came up to the crossroad we turned left. Then the same old thing
all over. Miss Molly Bee asked us if we wanted some lemonade and we
said yes. Then after we had been there a little while, her and Pap
started that giggling. Giggle little while, then the hen nest came up.
Hen nest came up, then I had to go looking for eggs.
"Get yourself a piece of cane while you up there," Pap said. "You
can sit under that pecan tree and eat it. Good shade up there."
But the second day I didn't want any cane either. And when I got
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back to the house, both of 'em was back in the kitchen again. I
could hear Miss Molly Bee giggling a mile.
The third time I said I was going to find out more about all this
giggling. So instead "of coming back through the front, I came back
the other way,. Miss Molly Bee had plenty weeds back there in her
yard, so I could hide myself pretty good. I had just got myself settled
when they came back in the kitchen. Pap had the basin of water, and
Miss Molly Bee had the chair. Pap set the basin on the floor, and Miss
Molly Bee sat in her chair and stuck her foot in it. Then Pap went to
work. He rolled up both his sleeves and started washing Miss Molly
Bee foot. At first he was washing it very slowly, and at first Miss Molly
Bee was giggling just a little bit. Then as Pap started working little
higher, round the ankle, Miss Molly Bee started laughing a little more.
And when he got around the calf of Missc Molly Bee's leg, and started
playing with her calf, and making it shake and all that, Miss Molly
Bee really started laughing. For a second there I thought she was going
to take with a fit she was laughing so much. But Pap stopped just in
time, and a minute later Miss Molly Bee had stopped laughing too.
. . . But that was only one leg. Pap had to do the same thing on the
other one. So again, Miss Molly Bee started giggling real slowly. Then
when Pap really started shaking her calf, she started laughing harder
and harder. But one thing about Pap, he knew when to stop. He knew
how to keep Miss Molly Bee from laughing too much where she might
hurt herself.
So after he had washed both of her legs, she gave him the towel, and
he dried 'em for her. Then she stuck her leg way out and worked her
toes. Then I saw Pap take her leg in both arms, like you take a chunk
of wood, and kiss Miss Molly Bee right on the knee. "Well, look at
Pap, will you," I said. Then Miss Molly Bee stuck out her other leg
and worked her toes on that foot, and Pap took it and kissed that knee.
After this was all done with, Pap pitched the water out in the yard.
I thought I'd better get to the front before they went back, and I
just made it in time.
This went on and on like this, and after three or four times I got /
tired of watching 'em. I kept telling myself it wasn't fair to Mom for
Pap to be acting like this behind her back. But I wasn't the kind of
person to tell. I had to get somebody else to do it for me. For the past
couple of months I had been trying to think of a way to let Mom
know without Pap thinking I was the one who told her. And that day
while I was up there getting that egg, it all came to me.
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WHEN I GOT BACK, I gave Miss Molly Bee the egg, and me and Pap
told her good night and left for the quarters. We got home just be-
fore sundown. Mom cleaned the fishes and fried 'em, and we sat at
the table, the three of us, and ate in silence. Nobody ever talked at
Moin's table; she didn't go for that. I looked over at Mom. I loved her .
very much. I loved Pap, too. I loved both of 'em. And since I was
their only little grandchild, I thought it was my duty to see that noth:
ing ever separated'em. Death, maybe; but that was all.
So the next day when I finished all my work, I went down the quar-
ters and told Lucius what I wanted him to do.
"Listen, Lucius," I said. "This is what. You come up home round
two dclock. By tIlen Mom ought to be through with her work and
ought to be on the gallery cooling off. Somebody'll probably be out
there with her-Aunt Lou, Miss Olive or somebody. But you come up
there round two. And we'll play little bit, and then sit on the steps.
Now we'll wait till they're quiet. Remember, wait till they're quiet.
Then I want you to say this, and I want you to say it plain. .I want
you to say: 'Didn't I see you and Pap going towards Miss Molly Bee
yesterdayt That's all I want you to say. 'Didn't I see you and Pap
going towards Miss Molly Bee yesterdayt I'll take it from there. Now,
can you remember that, Lucius?"
44Uh-huh."
44Say it."
"Didn't I see y'all going-"
"I didn't say 4Y'all/ Lucius. I said, 'You and Pap.' Remember Pap.
You got to say Pap. Now say it."
c4Didn't I see you and Pap at Miss Molly Bee-"
4'1 didn't say 4at' neither, Lucius. I said, 4going.' 4Going' make her
wonder little bit. Now say it."
4'Didn't I see you and Pap going towards Miss Molly Bee yesterdayr'·
44That's right. Say it again." .
. Lucius said it again, and I made him say it about ten more times.
After a while he had it down so pat and could say it so fast, even I
couldn't keep up with him. So I slowed him up till he got it at just
the right speed. I even told him how to hold his head and how to
look at me when he was saying it. You had to really work with Lucius
to make him get things the right way. ' .
Sure enough, round two he came up there; and sure enough, Mom
was sitting out on the gallery fanning and talking to Miss Olive Jar-
reau. Me and Lucius made a ring on the ground and shot marbles all
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the time Mom and Miss Olive was talking. Then when I seen the
conversation began to slow up, I told Lucius let's sit on the steps. 'We
sat there-I don't know how long-ten, fifteen minutes-and then I
looked at Lucius. Old Lucius was waiting.
"Hey?" he said. "Didn't I see you and Pap going towards Miss
Molly Bee yesterday?"
"Me and Pap?" I said.
Lucius looked at me, and didn't know what to say. We hadn't re-
hearsed nothing else, you see.
"Oh, yeah, it was you and Pap," he said. "You and Pap. You and
Pap. Uh-huh. You and Pap."
"I doubt it," I said. "We went fishing yesterday. There ain't no
fishing pond by Miss Molly Bee house."
"I'm sure it was you and Pap," Lucius said. "You and Pap."
I looked at Lucius to make him shut up, 'cause I knowed Mom had
heard and Miss Olive Jarreau had heard, too. It was quiet after that-
what you call a dead silence. I had my back towards 'em, but I could
feel Mom looking at me. Miss Olive was probably looking down the
quarters, since that's the way her chair was faced. Then after a while I
could feel Mom looking out at the tree in front of the house. And
Miss Olive looked somewhere else, too. And then Mom looked at me
again, 'cause I could feel het eyes on the back of my neck. And Miss
Olive musta looked somewhere else, 'cause I could feel that, too. Then
a little later she said she had to be going. And soon after she said it,
Lucius said it, too. I reckoned Lucius thought I was going to get a
whipping, and he didn't want to be anywhere around.
But nothing like that happened. Mom didn't even say a word. She
just kept looking at me. I had my back towards her, but I could feel
her eyes. You can feel it when people are looking at you. Especially
old people.
Pap showed up not too long after Miss Olive and Lucius had gone
home. He took a seat on the gallery and leaned back against tne post.
"00000, it's hot," he said.
"It sure is," Mom said, like nothing had happened.
"Think I'll go fishing tomorrow," Pap said. "Woulda gone today,
but it was too hot."
."They biting out in the river right smartly:' Mom said.
"They biting better back in the field," Pap said.
"Talking to Aunt Lou this morning," Mom said. "Told me she
caught a big mess few days back."
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"They still biting better back in the field," Pap said. "Know a spot
where they really biting back there."
"Well, go where you want," Mom said.
'They almost jumping out the bayou back in the field/' Pap said.
Now I could feel that Mom was looking at Pap. Pap didn't know
that Mom knowed, so he was looking over in the garden, probably
thinking about Miss Molly Bee. And Mom, who knowed, probably
also knowed what he was thinking about, and so she just sat there
watching him. \
"When you get through with your work, there, tomorrow/' Pap
said to me, "dig us up a good cup of worms."
"He can't go with you tomorrow," Mom said. "Want him to go
somewhere with me."
"Yes?" Pap said. "Where at?"
"Ohhh, just somewhere," Mom said.
"Well," Pap said. "Guess I'll have to make it all by myself."
"Yes," Mom said. "You do that."
So the next day, right after dinner, Pap went out in back and dug
him a cup of worms. He hollered in at us he was leaving, then I saw
him going out the gate with that little bent fishing pole.
"Get your hat," Mom said.
I put on my hat and went on the gallery to wait for her. After she
had closed up all the windows and doors, we left the house. At first we
started out the same way Pap had gone, but after a little while we
turned down another road. We walked and walked. Neither one of us
saying a word. If there's anything I'm not supposed to ask Mom,
that's, VVhere we going? If she wants me to know, she tells me. If she
don't tell me, I'm supposed to wait and see.
So we walked and walked. Passing patches of cane after patches of
cane. Then patches of com, then patches of cotton. We went farther
.and farther back in the fields.
Then we came up to a house. I had heard plenty about this house,
but I hadn't ever come there. Madame Toussaint, an old hoo-tioo lady,
lived in it, and none of us children wouldn't go nowhere near it.
The house was, old and leaning to one side, and the fence and the
gate was all broken down. They had a big pecan tree right in front of
'the door~ and the yard was covered with weeds.
I pulled the gate open for Mom, since she couldn't jump over it,
and we went in the yard.
"~tay here," she told me.
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I sat on the steps and Mom went up on the gallery and knocked
three times. I heard a dog bark three times. He musta been a big dog,
'cause I know he had a heavy voice. Then I heard Madame Toussaint
ask who it is. Mom said it was her, and Madame Toussaint unlocked
her door, and Mom went in.
I felt a little scary out there all by myself, 'cause I had heard the
people say Madame Toussaint could do all kinds of strange things. C.
Hugh said one time he passed by here and one of Madame Toussaint
chickens spoke to him. The chicken said: "\\That you know, C.
Hugh?" C. Hugh said he looked over his shoulder and there wasn't
nothing standing there but that chicken, grinning at him. C. Hugh
said that's the last time he seen that chicken, the last time he seen that
house, and the last time he ever passed by here day or night. C. Hugh
said by the time he reached that road that took you to the quarters, he
was running so fast, he ran over in Montemare cane field. Said he
knocked down almost a whole row of cane 'fore he got on the road
again. Said when he hit that road, he started praying. Said he said,
HLord, don't let me meet up with nothing, 'cause anything I meet up
with go'n have to die. Mule, horse, cow or tractor, I'm going over it."
But said he didn't meet nothing, thank God, till he got home.
The dog barked again and made me jump. That dog had the loudest
voice I ever heard on a dog. Then after he had barked, Mom came out
and told me let's go. I was sure glad to get away from the place.
THE NEXT TIME Pap asked me to go fishing with him, Mom said I
couldn't'cause she had something for me to do. Pap said that was too
bad, and he went outside and dug his worms and got his littl~ bent
pole and headed towards the back. I watched him go, and I felt a
little sad. Eggs or no eggs, Miss Molly Bee or no Miss Molly Bee, I
liked fishing with Pap. .
Mer he had gone, Mom took me by the arm and led me on the
gallery. She told me to sit on the steps and keep my eyes on that wood-
pecker in our mulberry tree. We had a' mulberry tree right in the
front yard, and, sure enough, there was a woodpecker up there pec~
"What for?" I said. "I wish I had my slingshot. I'll keep my eyeS
on him. I'll-"
"Boy?" Mom said. She looked at me in that mean way she got of
looking when she wants me to pay attention. She glanced at the
woodpecker, and looked at me again. "When he flyaway, you count
to thirty and let me know."
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" "Suppose he don't fly? I~ go shoot marbles."
"If he peck there all day, you stay there."
"Suppose he stay there all night?"
Mom looked at me again in that mean way.
ley Ma' " I ·des, am, sal.
"I hate what I'm doing," she said. "But I can't help it. Letting that
yellow woman make a fool of him like that."
She went inside, and I sat on the steps watching that woodpecker.
Then when I got tired sitting, I lay back and looked at him. Then
when I got tired lying there, I sat up again. When Lucius came by and
asked me to shoot marbles with him, I told him I had to watch that
woodpecker. Lucius asked me what I had to watch a woodpecker for.
I told him for Mom. Lucius didn't know what I was talking about, but
he sat there ·and watched him with me. Then after a while, he got
tired and left That doggone woodpecker was still up there, pecking
and pecking away. Once he stopped for about a second, then he
started all over again.
.Then round five thirty he gave it up and flew 'over the house. I
counted to thirty right fast and ran inside to tell Mom.
"Get your hat," she said. "Let's go down to Mr. Etienne."
We went down there, and Mr. Etienne was in the back just getting
ready to unhitch his mules. Mom asked him could she borrow his
wagon for a while, and Mr. Etienne looked at her kind of funny-like.
But when Mom promised to take good care of the mules, he said all
right.
She told me to get in the wagon and take the lines, and she went
and opened the gate. When I drove out in the road, she made me turn
right. She locked the gate, climbed in and we headed into the field.
Mom didn't say another word to me. Every time I asked her which
way, she pointed her finger. I'd pull the lines, and the mules would
go in that direction. The mules were tired and didn't want to go at
all, so every now and then I had to give 'em a little pop. Mom didn't
say anything to me, but I could feel she wanted to.
We went on and on, and then I seen we was headed towards Miss
Molly Bee's house. I looked at Mom 'cause I still didn't know what was
going on. But she just sat there quietly and looked straight ahead.
When we came up to the gate that took you in the pasture, Mom
stood up in the wagon.and started looking around. She looked right,
she looked left. Then as she was getting ready to look right again, she
jerked her head back the other way.
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"There he is over there," she said.
I stood up to look, and, sure enough, there was Pap lying over there
all tangled up in the wire fence. Mom opened the gate, and I drove
over where Pap was. Pap was mumbling something to himself, but he
wasn't moving. Mom told me to get down and help her get him in the
wagon. We had a hard time untangling Pap out of that barb wire, but
we managed to get him free. Then we got him in, and I gathered up
the line and the string of fishes and laid them beside him. Pap was
mumbling so much, Mom had to sit in the bed of the wagon and hold
him in her arms.
"It's all right," she kept whispering to Pap. "It's all right."
When we got home, the sun had gone down. I helped Mopl get Pap
inside, then I took the mules back to Mr. Etienne. When 1 got back
home, Pap was really mumbling. Over and over-"Get him away from
me. Get him away from me." Pap mumbled like that all night. "Get
him away from me. Get him away from me."
When Pap was able to talk, about a week later, he told us what had
happened. He really got excited when he told us about it. 1 had never
seen Pap get so excited before.
"My way home from fishing-" he said.
"From where?" Mom cut him off.
"Fishing. My way home from fishing-"
"From where?" Mom said.
Pap started to say he was on his way home from fishing again, but
he stopped and looked at Mom.
"You know?" he said.
"I know," Mom said.
Pap looked at her a good while, then he shook his head.
"You right. 1 was on my way from her house. 1 was walking slowly,
walking slowly. Then all a sudden 1 heard this cissing. Didn't know
what it was at first. Never heard nothing like it before-hope to never
hear nothing like it again. -Looked over my shoulder, couldn't see a
thing. Soon as I start walking, could hear it. Cissing, cissing. Coming
from back in the woods. Look back; nothing. Go little farther, then it
get closer, and I hear it plainer. Look back. They got a snake there ten
foot long. Never seen one like that before. Crawling on just half his
belly. Head part straight up in the air. Looking straight at me-just
cissing. I start running. Thing cissing-coming after me. 1 stop. He
stop. I start walking. He come little bit,too. I stop. Thing stop. I break
at him. Thing break back. 1 stop. He stop. I look at him. He look at
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me. I move my head one way. He move his head. 'Lord have mercy,'
I say. 'This the devil? This the devil?' Thing just look at me, going,
'Ciss-ciss.' I start walking. Here he come. I stop. He stop. I break at
him and swing my pole at his head. Thing duck. I swing the other
way. Thing.duck again. Musta hit fifty times at him, ain't hit him, yet.
'This ain't no real snake,' I say. 'This ain't no real snake. This must be
a haint.' And when I said that, I headed for home. Me, that haint, and
that road. Faster I run, faster that haint run. Haint right behind me,
going 'Ciss-ciss.' Getting close to the gate, haint get right side me, go-
ing 'Ciss-ciss.' Then I see that haint making me run cross the pasture-
towards the fence. Come to the fence, didn't even think, just went in.
Haint knowed what he was doing. Got me all tangled up and tried to
beat me to death. Lord, have mercy. Lord, have mercy. You ain't been
beaten by a haint, you ain't been beaten. When I woke up, I was
home. Don't know nothing. Don't know nothing. Nothing but that
haint."
Pap musta told that story about fifty times, ana every time he told
it he told it the same way, so it had to be the truth.
But that was a week later. The night we brought Pap home, Pap
twisted and turned and mumbled all night. Mom sat up with him,
bathing the cuts on his back, and feeding him soup. I wanted to stay
up with her, but she made me go to bed. When I woke up the next
morning, there was Pap again-mumbling and groaning. People heard
~~ Pap was sick and they came by to see him. But Pap didn't recognize a
soul. Just sweating and mumbling. People told Mom she ought to get
him a doctor, but Mom said Pap was her man, not theirs, and she
knowed how to look after him. People wouldn't argue with Mom;
nobody ever argued with Mom. But they kept on dropping by to look
at Pap. Everybody dropped by. That is everybody but Miss Molly Bee.
She passed by the .house couple times and peeped in,- but that was all.
One time I met her in the road and she asked me how was Pap feeling.
I said he was doing pretty good. She smiled and told me to tell Pap
she said hello. I told Pap. Pap didn't say a word. He just gazed at the
ceiling. Then he started talking about the haint again. That haint just
stayed in Pap's mind. Nothing else. Just the haint. And everything led
up to the haint. If you said berry; Pap would put berry with bush, bush
with pasture, and pasture with haint. If you said post, Pap would put
post with fence, fence with pasture, and pasture with haint. If you
said dirt, water, sky-anything; it all added up to haint.
But after about a week or so, Pap was able to get up. His legs were
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still wobbly, and he couldn't do much, but he could at least go out on
the gallery and sit in the sun. And the first day Pap went out there,
Pap surprised me. Because that was the first time rd ever seen Pap
sit in a chair on the gallery. He set right by the door across from Mom.
And Mom was some proud of it. You could see it and you coulf feel it.
Not too long after we had been sitting out there, Lucius dame by.
Me and Lucius played marbles a few minutes, then we sat on the steps.
I waited till Mom and Pap were quiet, then I looked at Lucius. Lucius
said: "Passed by Miss Molly Bee house yesterday, and Miss Molly Bee
was laughing to kill Caesar."
I could tell Mom and Pap was looking at Lucius, and I said: "What
was she laughing about?"
Lucius said: "Don't know. But she sure was laughing. Back there in
her kitchen, laughing to beat the band.
A week after Pap was up, he was able to go fishing again. I dug a big
cup of worms, and we left the house. Just as I was turriing down the
quarters, Pap stopped me.
"Where you going?" he said.
"Ai~'t we going fishing?"
"We going," he said.
"Well, ain't . . . ?"
"That's the only fishing hole you know?" he said.
"You mean we going to the river?"
Pap didn't say anything, and started walking. I ran and caught up
with him.
"Ehh, y'all sure think you smart, huh?" he said.
"Who, Pap?" I said.
"Madame Toussaint. Who else?" he said.
I didn't say anything. I liked old Pap. I liked Mom, too.
"What a haint," Pap said. "What a haint."
;J Novelist ERNEST J. GAINES, is the author of Catherine Carmier issued
by Atheneum in 1964 and of A Long Day in November, Just Like a Tree,
and The Sky is Gray, novellas published by Texas Quarterly, Sewanee Re-
view and Negro Digest respectively. He lives in San Francisco and devotes
his full time to writing. In 1958 he was the recipient of the Wallace Steg-
ner Creative Writing Fellowship at Stanford and in 1959, the Joseph Henry
Jackson Literary Award.
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The Thirteenth Annual V.N.M. Research Lecture
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ON APRIL 20, 1966, Dr. Richard Charles Dove delivered the Thirteenth
Annual Research Lecture at the University of New Mexico where he is
Professor of Mechanical Engineering. He is the first member of that de-
partment to be named as a Research Lecturer and has played a vital role
in the department's development over the past decade and a half.
Born in Fairbury, Nebraska, where he received his elementary and sec-
ondary education, Richard Dove earned both his bachelor's and master's
degrees at Iowa State University before he joined the faculty at UNM in
1947. In 1954P under a National Science Foundation Fellowship, he re-
turned to study at Iowa State University which awarded him his doctoral
degree in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics. After returning to the
University of New Mexico, he was advanced to a full professorship in
1960, became acting chairman in 1963 and chairman of the Mechanical
Engineering De~rtment in 1964.
During the time he has served as a teacher, he has also been actively
engaged as a consultant for Sand~ Corporation, Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory and Holloman Air Force Base.
Dr. Dove's major interest has been in the experimental, rather than the
analytical, side of engi~eering-and particularly in measuring the effects
of extreme accelerations and of extreme shocks on mechanical systems.
An article (of which he was a co-author) entitled "Calibration and Evalu-
ation of Accelerometers in the 10,OOOg to 100,OOOg Range" was a significant
contribution in this field. He is the author of some twenty technical
papers and co-author of Experimental Stress Analysis and Motion Measure-
ment, a book widely used in graduate engineering colleges throughout the
United States.
This year the Southwest Section of the American Society of Engineering
Educaqon granted him the Western Electric Fund award for outstand-
ing teaching. ,A member of several professional organizations, he has been
both a National Science Foundation Fellow and a Westinghouse Fellow.
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Advances in Man's Ability
To Measure His Environment
BY RICHARD CHARLES DOVE
"I often say that if you can measure that of which you speak, and can
express it by a number, you know something of your subject; but if
you cannot measure it, your knowledgels meagre and unsatisfactory."
Lord Kelvin (1824-19°7)
. ,
AS SUGGESTED by the above quotation,' measurement is funda~
mental to engineering. Measurements define the problem to be solved.
Measurements determine the possibility of various alternate solutions
to the· problem. And finally, measurements will ultimately indicate
whether or not the problem has been solved. .
11tere are so many things to measure, even if we restrict ourselves
to a consideration of only the physical sciences,. that the list is over-
whelming. As a result, any single investigator researching in measure-
ment methods must restrict himself to a rather narrow field.
I have becom~ interested in finding ways to measure, and hence, to
understand, forces, pressures, accelerations, stresses and strains which
act on men and machines subjected to what might be called "ex_
tremely adverse environments." Several examples may serve to illus-
trate what is intended by the term "extremely adverse environments."
As one example, consider the interaction of the human skull and an
automobile dash board which often occurs during an auto wreck. We
are interested in measuring the aCGeleration of the skull, and its con-
tents, and the stress and strain produced under this condition. Hope-
fully, from these measurements we can more exactly define the
problem-what is the damage potential of this extremely adverse
environment? And having defined the problem, we would design for a
less damaging condition.
As a second example, consider the pressure applied to structures
(your house or an aircraft in which you may be riding) by shock waves
which are produced by nuclear explosions. Weare interested in mea-
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suring these pressures so we may better design to withstand them.
These examples are intended to explain what is meant by measure-
ment in an extremely adverse environment. In addition they indicate
that these measurements are important, not only to engineers, but
rather to a great many people who will benefit from the knowledge
gained.
At first glance, the areas of interest indicated by these examples
might still appear to be quite diverse; but, in fact, the problems en-
countered in making measurements in these various extreme environ-
ments are much the same. Specifically, what is required is a transducer,
or gage, which will function in the environment and transmit a signal
which can be related to the desired input parameter; acceleration,
force, pressure, etc.
Perhaps the best way to indicate the problems that must be solved
and hence the research that must be done, is to give a brief history of
some of our measurement methods, pointing out their limitations in
the environments of interest.
Consider the measurement of strain. Strain is the change in length
per unit of original length, € = ~L/L, produced by loading. The first
strain gages were developed in England to check theories that were
evolving and being used to design structures and machines at the be-
ginning of the industrial revolution. They were essentially compound-
levels systems. An example of one type is shown in Figure 1. This type
of gage is large, massive, difficult to attach, and does not lend itself to
remote reading. Clearly this type of device will not adequately func-
tion in what we have defined as extremely adverse environments. How-
ever, strain gages remained essentially unchanged from 1850 until
194°·
In 1940 two researchers, working independently, successfully ap-
plied the piezoresistive* principle to make a bonded strain gage. This
type of strain gage is ~ade by bonding a fine wire or foil to the point
where strain is to be measured; it is small (typically ~ inch square
by 0.001 i~ch thick), of very small mass (less than 0.1 ounce)., and its
output is transmitted as an electrical signal which can be recorded
remo~ely. An example is shown in Figure 2. j
Here at the University of New Mexico, our research has involved
.. The piezoresistive principle was discovered by Lord Kelvin in 1856 when he noted
that the resistance of many materials is a function of the state of strain.
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(A) WIRE GAGE
(8) SEMICONDUCTOR GAGE
figure 2 TYPES Of ELECTRIC RESISTANCE STRAIN GAGES
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FIgure 3{A) SECTION SHOWING METHOD Of CONSTRUcnON AND LOCAnON Of GAGES
_1
I
I
STRAIN GAGE
-- UPPER FILLET ORIGINAL RADIUS W'
REMACHINED TO 14"
~
...
FIgure 3(1) PRESSURE TEST Of TH1CK·WAUED VESSEL
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FIgure" MODEL Of STRUT
some new applications of these strain gages; the most important of
which is the measurement of strain at interior points in solids.
Figure 3A shows a cross section of a thick-walled pressure vessel
proposed for use in a nuclear-powered reactor. A model of the pro-
posed vessel was constructed in such a way that the strains could be
measured at the critical interior points, as shown in Figure 3B. As a
result of the study the vessel was redesigned to improve its reliability.
Another interesting problem in strain measurement at interior
points in a solid involves the effect of dynamic, or impact, loads. As
an example, consider the strut which supports the landing wheels on a
large jet airliner. The act of landing applies a shock load to one end
of the strut, and this effect propagates up through the strut to the air
frame. The way in which this load is distributed in the strut has been
studied using the model shown in Figure 4. Strain gages were em-
bedded in the model on the numbered sections. By impacting on one
end, the way in which the shock was distributed could be measured.
Another interesting and important problem is the way in which
strains, produced by very rapid heating as in nuclear-reactor start-up,
are transmitted. Here at the University of New Mexico we have
studied this problem experimentally. This type of experiment is illus-
trated in Figure 5. When a tube is restrained and heated on one end,
an expansion wave (a swelling) propagates along the tube. After con-
siderable effort had been expended in this research, we discovered that
the problem could be more conveniently studied by reversing, or in-
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verting, the experiment. This is illustrated in the lower portion of
Figure ,. In this case the restrained end is rapidly cooled and a contrac·
tion wave propagates along the tube. This type of research has con-
tributed to the design of improved, and hence safer, reactors.
Another area of considerable interest is the measurement of ac-
celeration: a=dv/ dt, i.e. acceleration (a) is the time rate of change
of velocity (v).
If you have been a careful driver, and lucky, you may know the
effect of acceleration as the slight increase in pressure on your back
when you accelerate your car away from a stop light. If you have not
been careful, or if you have been unlucky, you may know the effect of
acceleration as a cracked forehead obtained when your car was ac-
celerated to a stop by impact with another relatively solid object.
Measurement of acceleration is a method for comparing the severity
of various loading conditions and this in turn leads to the design of
4 EXPANSIONWAVEi ~~-~~
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cushioning systems which protect equipment and humans from other-
wise harmfully high acceleration eqvironments.
Acceleration has proven to be very difficult fitmeasure. If we are to
use the definition of acceleration, a . dv/ dt, we must first measure
velocity as a function of time and then differentiate this record. Veloc-
ity is itself difficult to measure under adverse conditions and differen-
tiation of experimental data leaves much to be desired. The need is for
an acceleration transducer, i.e., an accelerometer-a device that pro-
duces an electrical signal output which is relatapIe to acceleration in-
put. Accelerometers have been available for some time but until the
mid-Nineteen Fifties they were generally unsuitable for the measure-
ment of transient accelerations. During the Nineteen Fifties acceler-
ometers were greatly improved by making use of the piezoelectric prin-
ciple*. By 1960 they were well developed for measurement of ac-
celeration under a wide ra*ge of conditions. '"
Some of my own research has been in the evaluation and calibration
of piezoelectric accelerometers to measure very large transient ac-
celerations, say greater than 10,000 g's where 1 g=32 ft/sec? Ten
thousand g's is equivalent to a velocity change from zero to 2200
miles/hr in 0.01 sec. Under these extreme conditions we have found
that many piezoelectric accelerometers are nonlinear (electrical out-
put per unit of ~cceleration increases with acceleration level) and
that some show hysteretic effects. As a result of this type of research,
calibration procedures, accelerometer design, and piezoelectric mate-
rials have all been improved.
An understanding of how cracks propagate, or grow, when a struc-
ture is penetrated by a projectile is another important area of research
in the Mechanical Engineering Department. In this field we have
made some useful applications of the moire-fringe effect. The moire
effect is the pattern produced whenever two repetitiv~patterns
are superposed. For example, when two patterns such as the one shown
in Figure 6 are overlayed the result is the pattern shown in Figure 7.
This effect has been known for a long time and has had consider-
able useage for artistic and decorative applications. Indeed, the term
"moire" is from the French word for "watered," and shimmering silk
fabrics- made by the ancient Chinese by superposing two-weave pat-
terns are called moire silks. We have used the phenomenon as a inea-
• The piezoelectric principle was discovered by the Curie brothers in 1800, when
they noted that certain materials produce a charge when strained.
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surement method by printing one line pattern on a part of interest (say
a space ship that will be cracked by meteorite penetration) and ob-
serving the part through a transparent screen on which a second line
pattern has been printed. As the part of interest undergoes shape
changes (as when a crack propagates from the penetration point) a
moire pattern is obtained. Figure 8 shows the moire pattern produced
in a plate in which a crack is just beginning to grow from the edge Of
a hole. From this pattern the state of strain over the entire plate can
be computed. In our research the cracking has been produced dynami-
cally, and as a result observations have been made using a camera
which records the events at a rate of 10,000 pictures per second. From
research into how cracks grow, we expect to design to prevent crack
growth and hence prevent failure of -important parts because of crack-
mg;
I have tried to give you some indication of our research efforts-and
how they relate to the larger or overall problems of interest. I have
talked of the experimental aspects of the research, for two reasons;
first, because this is the more visual part of the research and second,
because this is my own area of interest. However, in every case the
research effort consists of both analytical and experimental work. For
example the measurement of strain at interior points was done to sup-
port analytical studies in three~imensional elasticity and shock-wave
propagation. The measurement of strains produced by rapid heating
was done to support analytical studies in thermal elasticity and the
moinS-fringe method was extended to the field of dynamic measure-
ments to supplement theoreti~lwork in crack propagation.
I would also like to point out that during this lecture I have used
the term "our research" deliberately. All of this work has been con-
ducted with very able co-workers to whom I am greatly indebted.
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The Editor's Uneasy Spleen continued from page 98
kibitz. Even editors are lazy, and when under a blue moon they find a mS.
which calls for no more work than instructions to the printer, there is a
rejoicing in the halls of Knopf and Knossos followed by a beach-party at
the Pierian Spring. Most authors who see print, including some of our
> favorites, long ago learned how to soothe the editor's savage temperament.
Increasingly our desks are crossed with thin sheets of punched paper,
the products of the computers which are replacing chimpanzees in the
realm of national literature. Computers, it seems, are only human too, be-
cause somebody keeps forgetting to push the buttons for double-spacing and
fresh black printing ribbons.
A poem by John Tobias, published in NMQ, Spring 1961, titles a new
young people's anthology: ReBections on a Gift of Watermelon PicHe ...
and Other Modem Verse. It has been assembled by three former New
Mexicans-Stephen Dunning (now at the University of Michigan), Ed-
ward Lueders (University of Utah) and Hugh Smith (California State
College at Long Beach). Its concept guided by a professional team, the
book was designed by Donald Marvine, and succeeds in the very tricky
business of facing poems with forty-eight superb photographs. Some il-
lustrate poems in a literal sense, others convey their spirit through the art-
form of the picture. Subtly planned and typographically engaging, the
resulting book is a visual and intellectual experience which should persuade
children (and adults) that poetry is one of life's joys. Released at $2.96 by
Scott, Foresman Co. as a quality textbook for junior high schools, the selec-
tion involves such old friendS as Langston Hughes, John Ciardi, William
Carlos Williams, Yvor Winters, Winfield Townley Scott,· .and Dorothy
Parker, plus a host of newer names, without fulling into tired' anthologism.
The final poem, which won top billing in a survey of subteen readers, is
that of Mr. Tobias. It begins:.
During that summer .
When unicorns were still possible;
When the purpose of knees
Was to be skinned; . . .
A new literary publication, Novel, will appear for the first time in 1967
and will be published three times a year at Brown University, Providence,
Rhode Island. Subtitled "A Forum on Fiction," the journal will evaluate
the novel as a literary medium in all ages and in all countries. Editor Ed-
ward A. Bloom announces essays by such writers as Mark Schorer, Henri
Peyre, Ian Watt, Michel Butor, and Dorothy Van Ghent. Critics and
practicing novelists will be members of the publication board and authors
from the U.S., England, France, Italy, Germany, Spain, India, and the
Soviet Union are expected to contribute.
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The Thunderbolt
Primitive Literature from a New Mexico Mining Camp, 1871
BY LAWRENCE R. MURPHY
A COLD WIND blew across the Moreno Valley in northern New
Mexico. Men stood close around stoves and bars in the mining village
of Elizabethtown. Talking incessantly of the coming spring, each ex-
pected to make.his fortune in the placer diggings or shafts of nearby
Baldy Mountain. 'But many of the usual crowd were absent that
February night in 1871. Gathered in an empty store building, some of
the boys were writin[witty poetry, while others set type for a forth-
coming publication. A'k:er the local brewer contributed a keg of beer,
festivities livened; soon the galleys were completed and the first im~
pressions pulled from a primitive letter press. That night The Thun-
derbolt,one of New Mexico's most curious literary productions, was
born.
When it appeared on the streets of Elizabethtown the next morn-
ing, February 20, 1871, miners throughout the district scurried to ob-
tain copies. Priced at an outrageous twenty-five cents, the four-page
publication was sponsored by an anonymous association which
pledged "to revive again liberty of the Press and free public opinion
in this country." The editorship was to change weekly because "too
long an,.occupation of that exalted position would be considered det-
rimental to the Editorial peepers~" Some had even proposed that the
paper appear with a different name each week, but that plan was ap-
parentlyabandoned.
Inside, the zealous writers had let their imagination run free, un-
trammeled by either modesty or convention. The paper would do job
work, an advertisement announced, especially tickets for an imaginary
Rio Hondo Railroad, steamboats on the Rio Grande, or streetcars for
Elizabethtown. Come St. Patrick's Day (the "Anniversary of our Na-
tional Independence"), the editors offered a prize for the best "com-
munication of vituperative abuse against somebody or nobody in
particular." And just in case all of this were to disturb someone, the
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proprietors closed their first issue with an appeal for a wagon load of
mallets "for active service in defending ourselves against 'them fel-
lows.' "
In spite of its outward comical appearance, the miners had a serious
purpose in inaugurating their journal. When the Moreno mines were
discovered by Fort Union soldiers late in 1866, few realized that
Baldy Mountain and the nearby valley were within the Beaubien and
Miranda Land Grant, then primarily owned by the eccentric moun-
taineer, Lucien B. Maxwell. There was little trouble over land owner-
ship until 1870, when Maxwell sold his 1,7°O,ooo-acre ranch to an
English syndicate organized·as the Maxwell Land Grant and Railway
Company. Headquartered at Cimarron, these Britishers determined to
collect rent from the miners so they might profit from their rich gold
mines. The Morenoites were equally convinced that their rights should
not be abridged and organized to defend themselves. Chief among
the men's weapons was a newspaper, the Railway Press and Telegraph,
instituted in the fall of 186<) by editor Will Dawson.
From the first, the miners seemed doomed to lose their struggle.
Backed by brilliant attorneys including Frank Springer, Thomas B.
Catron, and Stephen Elkins, the company vigorously prosecuted un-
cooperative gold-seekers in the local courts. Controlling elections, they
put company officers into public positions; sheriffs and justices of the
peace legalized corporate persecution. Worst of all, editor Dawson
soon turned against his former friends. Advertisements in his paper
warned miners to negotiate a lease or move out. The people's pleas
went unheard.
Prohibited from remedying their grievances by peaceful methods,
the unhappy miners turned to violence.. In October of 1870 they rose
up in protest to the election of a company official as probate judge by
burning the home of Elizabethtown's justice of the peace, John Mc-
Bride. When they marched into the nearby Ute Creek placers the
following January and held several company employees as hostages,
Territorial Governor William Pile and a force of soldiers were called
in to break up the miners. November of 1870 brought an attack on
turncoat Dawson. Entering his print shop, a band of men confiscated
or destroyed all his equipment, leaving the printer without press,
paper, lor type. Not to be so easily defeated, however, Dawson soon
refitted the establishment and by January of 1871 his periodical reap-
peared on the streets of Elizabethtown. It was only then that the
miners turned their hands to journalism.
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.Appearing only three times, February 20, March 2 and 12, 1871, the
Thunderbolt contained dozens of humorous but biting attacks.'
("Wanted to know the reason Johnnie McBride gave the little girl on
Ute Creek a 'twenty' on last Christmas. Did it work?") The only
memorable literary contribution, however, was a two·part article in-
cluded in the second and third editions. Written in the style of King
James (no doubt copied from the only book many of the miners had
ever read), it des~ribeda meeting of the Morenoites with their enemy
"Daw whose suniame was Son." Neither wholly original nor especially
provoCative, this article is an excellent example of New Mexico min·
ing-camp literature. Reprinted for the first time from the only known
copies, which are preserved by the New York Historical Society, New
York City, and used here by their permission, it is the heartfelt plea
of hundreds of gold-seekers against the p<::rsecution of a tyrannical
foreign company and the editor of its mouthpiece.
AN ANTEDn.UVIAN STORY
Part I
And it came to pass, that in the days. of Ulysses, and the Hittite, there
arose mighty tumult among the Morenoites, a tribe of gentiles that lived
on the banks of the river which flowed through the valley of Placer Dig-
gings.
And they counselled among one another saying: Behold, we have paid
out our shekles of gold and silver, to buy and set up in our city an engine
of war that would defend us, and would smite the Philistines, who live in
the Valley of the Simer-on.
But Daw whose surname is son bath turned it against us, and hath smit-
ten you; hardly smitten, those of us who live in high places.
Verily, it is true he should be cast out from among us, and the engine he
,hath turned against us, taken from him.
And some there were, who murmured against this judgement, but they
WERE few.
Now in those days, there lived among the Morenoites, a mighty man of
war, who was the chief of those who lived in high places.
And the name of this man was Hiram.
And when he heard the tumult among the people, he came to them and
said Behold, I am one of those whom this man hath smitten, and I say
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unto you it Clis good," that he be cast out from among us and the engine he
hath turned against us, SHALL be taken from him.
And when he had finished, the multitude who had listened to him, set
up a shout and cried with one voice;-it shall be so.
Now it came to pass, that on the evening of the n ere was a
. mighty gathering of the people at the home of whose surname was Son.
And there were present, besides the master of the house, Hiram the
chief, Aaron the hewer of Wood, Samuel the maker of Sandals, Mid whose
surname is Daugh, Melvin the scribe, and ALL the OTHER great men .
that abode in the tribe.
And behold, when they had met, they were timorous and knew not what
to do for Daw whose surname was Son was a hasty man and strong in his
wrath, and had been victorious in many battles with the Scribes.
But Melvin the Scribe, who was a little man and cunning of speech,
gathered up his courage, and arose and said:-Brethern. We MUST be
strong when traitors brave the field.
But Daw whose surname was Son, interrupted him saying, Melvin thou
ART a fool and knowest nothing of what thou speakest. Sit thee down.
And he DID so. .
Then Hiram the chief, arose and said: Brethem. Freedom is the birth-
right of every WHITE man, and theY who will be free themselves must
strike the blow. Verily I say unto you, this man has betrayed us. Let us do
that which hath brought us together here, and when we have finished, re-
turn to our dwellings. La, I for one AM ready. ~
Then arose Daw whose surname was Son, and said: Hiram thou tinger
of strong drinks and shaker of ivories, thou dealer in the pasteboa em-
blems of King Phare 0 the ungodly, thou ART an evil man and Lath
slandered me.
And Hiram answered and said':-thou liest.
Part II
Then Daw whose surname was Son, with wrath, reached forth his hand
for a weapon to smite and kill Hiram the chief.
But Aaron, the hewer of wood, who was a little man AND bow-legged,
stayed his hand saying: D-d-d-daw-Son thou wilt hur-r-r-rt thy f-{-friends.
Pu-pu-put away thy weapon. I love n-n-not its sight.
And Daw whose surname was Son, did as Aaron bade him.
And Hiram was NOT afraid.
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Now when the tumult began in the house, there were present besides
OTHER great men of the tribe, the Pharisee Little, whose surname was
Bum, the Saducee and George the seller of cheap raiment.
And when Daw, whose surname was Son, put forth his hand for his
weapon, they WERE struck with fear, and ran out from the house crying:
Dere's hell outl Dere's Hell out.
And behold, George, the seller of cheap raimen~ who was exceedingly
small in stature, was the first to reach a place of safety.
And when his friends came up to him, he said: I do not like dis dam
bishness.
And Little, whose surname was Bum, answered him saying: I don't like
him neider, it ish a dam bad bishness.
What do you dink Hitembak?
And Hitembak answered and said: Mein GattI I CAN'T dinks much no
time, but hust now I oinks noting at all.
Let us all go home.
And in fear and trembling, they departed to their dwellings.
And there were OTHERS who were AFRAID and ran away, but history
has not mentioned their names.
Now, when Daw, whose surname was Son, had put away his weapon and
all was quiet within the house, Hiram the chief, arose and said:
Brethern, let us now do that which hath brought us together here for
verily this man Daw, whose surname is Son, is a traitor and a dangerous
man.
And Mid, whose surname was Daugh, Melvin the scribe, Samuel the
Maker of Sandals, and ALL the GREAT men who were present said, ..
Be it sol
But Benjamin the ribbon handler, Aaron the hewer of wood, and a few
others who were present said:
Let us not be hasty, for this man doth owe us money, and if he be cast
out from among us, lot we will be without our debtor and our money.
And when Hiram the chief heard this he said:
And it is for lucre, filthy lucre, that ye hesitate?
Can it be that there ARE slaves to Mammon in our midst?
Verily I wash my hands of this business and will speak no more to those
who have so lightly listened to my words.
And arising in wrath, he shook off the dirt from his feet and left the
house.
And all the great men of the tribe followed him. '
And when they had departed from the house, Aaron the hewer of wood,
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Benjamin the ribbon-handler, and the rest of the friends of Daw whose
surname was Son, pressed around him saying:
Behold, we have stood by thee-Forget us not in the day of thy pros-
perity, but payest us that which thou owest to us.
And Daw whose surname was Son, said unto them:
You ARE my friends and I KNOW you will be faithful to me, for are ye
not bound to me by that which is stronger than friendship or love-your
interests?
Lol I will not forget thee.
Depart in peace.
And they departed.
And Peace reigned in that city ever afterward.
•And Daw, whose surname was Son, was NOT cast out of the city, did
NOT lose his engine of war, and DID become the chief man and oracle
of his tribe.
Behold in the chronicle we have translated, the follies and treacheries of
our antediluvian ancestors and the power of Mammon, even in WEIR
DAY.
Let us not then curse that which we see and is in our own godly city, but
let us rather wink at the follies of our neighbors, and let us hide OUR
OWN transgressions, lulling conscience with the reflection that "one man
is just as good as another" UNTIL HE IS FOUND OUT.
• A teaching fellow in history at Texas Christian University, Ft. Worth,
LAWRENCE R. MURPHY has a special interest in the history of Territorial
New Mexico. Among the Indian Tribes of New Mexico, 1870: The Diary
of Special Agent W .FM. Amy has been issued this year by the Stagecoach
Press, Santa Fe.
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After Ground Zero
The Writings of Evan S.Connell, Jr.
BY GUS BLAISDELL
I shall never forget how disturbed I was to discover the universe makes
sense but has no meaning. - George Mills
HIROSHIMA, Nagasaki, and the fate of the unlucky Japanese fisher-
men aboard the "Lucky Dragon," changed the hearts of many men.
They· felt that because man had apparently reached the apogee of his
destructive capabillties, war as a conventional means of arbitrating
disputes seemed obsolete. Yet the comforts of a peace based upon
arsenal rattling, gnawing anxieties over impending annihilation, and a
terse skepticism of human rationality are dubious and precarious when
the possibility of that peace rests on the poker-hand of policy backed
by ICBMs. At best an uneasy and paranoidal balance h~s been struck.
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The contemporary conceptual scheme h:Js come to resemble that of
the Eskimo who, when asked by an anthropologist why he venerated
so many gods, replied: ciWe do not believe; we fear." Even if his en-
vironment is less arctic, modem man is also beset by shadowy fears he
cannot rationally dispel and by probabilities that he cannot rationally
assess. Life could be annihilated swiftly, the earth transformed into
an orbiting cinder. Presently we stand at the epicenter, at the ground
zero of the human heart.
The people of Hiroshima experienced a disastrous event for which
there was no precedent. New words and attitudes were born in them-
shogonai (it's useless to try; the shrug of despair); fears of genbakusho
(atomic disease) made hypochondriacs of the majority of the popula-
tion since any:disease might now be the result of radiation poisoning;
the people's identity became that of the dead. Nature itself, almost
sacred to the Japanese temper, had been killed by the atomic holo-
caust. Many survivors in the city compared their experience to an
apocalyptic vision of Buddhist Hell. This-dass of persons and the at-
titudes characterizing them have come to be called hibakusha (those
who experienced the bomb).1
Although Evan S. Connell, Jr., was not at Hiroshima or Nagasaki,
nor was he aboard the "Lucky Dragon/' the themes of much of his
writing reveal him as sharing the spirit of hibakusha. The fear of
thermonuclear destruction does not obsess Connell. But what does
anger him is the way in which the unimaginable power of today's
weapons has reduced man to a cipher, nothing more than a statistic
in a death-count. Connell's is a position of untempered humanism,
primitively Christian at the core (Augustine, the Cnostics and Mani-
chees) , his outrage and indignation ameliorated by love. Siding with
Augustine, Connell admonishes: "Let us doubt without unbelief of
things to be believed."
Connell is hibakusha because those blinding flashes above the two
Japanese cities seem to have scarred his heart and seared his imagina-
tion, and also because of his ingrained opposition to anything that
degrades man-napalm, gas chambers and electric chairs, the Nazi
extermination camps, and religious inquisition-his is a deeply reli-
gious loathing of fanaticism in any form. Neither on the side of fools
nor angels, Connell, like Luther, has declared: Hier stehe ieh, ieh kann
niehts anders. "Life is a condition of defeat," he has written; yet he is
on the side of life alone, fragile in its beauties and terrible in its
agonies.
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Evan S. Connell, Jr., was born in Kansas City, Missouri, in 1924.
He was graduated from high school in 1941 and served as a Navy
aviator during World War II. After his discharge, he attended Kan-
sas University, receiving his B.A. in 1947. Originally a premedical stu-
dent, Connell studied fine arts and writing at the graduate schools of
Columbia and Stanford universities. Until i~ "demise a few years ago,
he served as a senior editor on the staff of the,distinguished San Fran-
cisco literary magazine, Contact. He is the author of three novels, two
collections of stories, and a book of interlocking prophetic fragments
dealing with the contemporary themes that have so deeply concemed~
him. His residence is San Francisco. Besides writing, Connell draws
and paints.
Connell began his early writing career with a study of a middle-class,
Kansas housewife; his newest novel deals with a monstrous nonentity
obsessed with violence. There is a well-defined path of development
linking his early work with his later, a path with a truly articulate di-
rection. _
Before attempting a novel, Connell mastered the short story. His
first book was The Anatomy Lesson and other stories. He has ac-
knowledged debts to Proust, Mann, and Chekhov, has studied under
Wallace Stegner and Walter van Tilburg Clark; and has expressed his
admiration for the historical fiction of Janet Lewis. The tone of a
Connell story is unmistakably American; the perception is European.
He can evoke a heightened moment of experience, relying less on plot
than on innuendo. With Joyce and Flaubert, he shares a predilection
for epiphanic detail and "the ineluctable modality of the possible." A
Connell story is like the sieve of Eratosthenes: everything nonessential
is filtered out until only what is prime remains. Grace and equipoise
are properties of his work, and he is adept at rendering the ambiguity
of an emotion or situation. Avoiding the beginning-middle-end artifice
of narrative fiction, Connell creates the illusion that his stories are
nothing more than textures or surfaces. Smooth overall, the narrative
armature of a Connell story is oblique, helical, and sinusoidal. Here
his affinities with Chekhov and Proust are apparent, particularly in his
preference for the rough-edged story of mood. Shunning any realistIC
imitation of life, he unerringly achieves intense verisimilitude. With
Joyce's godlike author, Connell remains aloof from his creations, com-
pletely outside them, in apotheosis, paring his fingernails.
"There is no weapon for the son to take from his father to conquer
the forces of darkness and so to bring greatness to the people of earth,"
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says Andrev Andraukov, the life-drawing teacher in the title story of
The Anatomy Lesson and other stories. "Each time in history that /
people have shame, each time in history people hide from what they
are/' Andraukov lectures his uncomprehending students, "then in that
age there is no meaning to lifet7; "I teach the hand. No man can teach
the heart.t7 But as the anatomy lesson progresses it reveals that Andrau-
kov is more than a mere technician of skeletal structure and muscula-
ture.
To emphasize the ,three-dimensionality of the belly of a woman and
to make the point that the navel is not to be represented on paper as
a mere dot of ink, Adraukov withdraws a silver thimble from his vest
and thrusts it slowly into the model's navel. Like a slap in the face,
the class has an inkling of the mortality of the flesh and the dependen-
cy of the sexes. As Andraukov reveals in the closing lines of the story:
"Then I will teach you. I teach of the human body and of the human
soul. Now you are young, as once I was. Even as yours were my
nostrils large. . . . I, too, have kissecf the hot mouth of life, have
shattered the night with cries. You will listen now! God is just! He
gives you birth. He gives you death. He bids you to look, to learn, and
so to Iive.77 The lesson is finished; the bells of the university toll in
the quadrangle outside. The best picture of the human spiri4 Connell
says with Wittgenstein, is the human body.
"The Fisherman from Chihuahua,t7 a story that has won acclaim,
embodies the savage song of life, the plaintive wail born of poverty,
disease, and defeat. Damaso, the singer, symbolizes both the primor-
dial and contemporary, perhaps the lost roots of human consciousness,
the ties of blood and earth lost in Eden, as well as the suffering of
humanity, the inhuman crucifixion on Golgotha. Damaso's song is
inarticulate, without beginning or end, and it is an expression of his
painful and unexpressible perception that life is a condition of defeat,
history the chronicle of that condition. Unlike Andraukov, Damaso is
incapable of saying what he knows. He is on the brink of despair; sui-
cide is suggested in the story and it is a possible out for Damaso. His
passion and ferocity are admirable even though from beginning to end
he remains an ungrounded symbol, enigmatic, romantic, baffiing.
An insinuation of meaning is not enough to establish significance, and
because the story presents merely the illuminated detail of Damaso's
song, an image which can be judged in many ways, it is open to and
encourages outlandish interpretations. Here Connell's richness and
sideways approach to his subject have resulted in inscrutability.
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An elliptical dialogue between practical reason and the imagination
is the basis for liThe Trellis," a gothic little tale usiJ1g the form of a
detective story. What is particularly fine in this story is the way Con-
nell manages to merge the characters, each man playing the other's
role until all that remains is the theme of ancient opposition between
reason and unreason. The dialogue is purposely stilted, often pompous
and oratorical as Tony Miula, a silversmith, relates the life of Alan
Ehe who has committed suicide under the arbor between Tony's
house and his own. As Tony tells Inspector Polajenko about Alan, a
typical artist manque, it may be that Tony is telling about himself in
disguise. As the story unfolds, Tony is seen to be an empty symbol. His
perceptions are outside of himself, externalized and reified: he collects
stamps and cuts pictures out of magazines. Perhaps he is an emotional
vampire living his life through the lives of other people; or, paradoxi-
cally, if the narrative of Alan Ehe is really about Alan Ehe, Tony
allows other people to live their lives through him. As the story end~
a crowd has gathered around the arbor to watch Alan's body re-
moved. A man in the crowd stoops down and picks up one of the many
cigarette butts Alan left on the lawn. The man thrusts the butt into
his pocket as if it were a relic. Tony remarks, "with Plymouth ab-
stinence we ignore the soul of man." The Inspector, rigorously logical,
the absolute interrogator, states that Tony is a man "Diogenes passed
by," and Tony counters that Polajenko is a man whose "center of
gravity is outside himself." The war within a man himself, as the
various parts of the soul contend for supremacy, is the tale told in
"The Trellis."
liThe Yellow Raft," whose themes will be broadened and detailed
in Connell's second novel, The Patriot, is the major achievement in
The Anatomy Lesson. Less than six pages in length, it tells of the
crash of a Navy fighter somewhere in the Solomon Islands. The pilot
escapes from the wreck and waits for the rescue plane to arrive. During
the night a storm arises, the pilot is washed overboard, and the next
morning the rescue plane arrives, a lumbering PBY that circles the
empty raft most of the day. At one point a plexiglass blister opens in
the tail of the PBY and beer cans and waxed papers float down on the
sea. The Bying boat has relieved itself. Then, Uas a dowager might
stoop to retrieve a glove," the PBY dives on the raft and machine-
guns it, turns, and Bies away. The raft begins sinking; a green dye
spreads on the sea.
There is nothing human in this story, only objects: the downed
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fighter, the pilot, and the PBY. The pilot, ashe escapes from his plane,
~ is simply a "bloody human hand." During the storm his only defiance
of the sea is to blow smoke rings at the onrushing waves. The story is
about the engines of war, what Connell in The Patriot will call "the
mindless mechanical conviction" of the planes. The pilot is nothing,
important only insofar as he can operate a giant weapon. The PBY is
searching for the plane, only incidentally for the pilot, and not being
able to find its fallen offspring, removes the final trace-the raft, as in-
human as the planes themselves.
Using a straightforward, clinical style, alld without ever stating it in
the story, Connell's rage is an ever-present undercurrent: But a man
has diedl Could the pilot's death have been avoided? The suggestion
in the story is that it was both inevitable and adventitious; given the
setting of combat and war, the adventitious and the inevitable are in-
distinguishable. That is the terror.
" Leon and Bebert occupy three stories in Connell's second collection,
At the Crossroads. They are a pair of empty resortites who dote on
trivia and talk endlessly. They are a measure of moral weakness, for
although their logic is a tight system, it has no relevance to living,
never catching hold of the world. Their concerns are ephemeral and
empty. Leon and Bebert are very funny, in a black and absurd way;
they are also terrifying. For them all human feeling has dried up, de-
spair and suicide are but a pair among poses, and people, no matter
how desperate their situations, are merely acting out some role or
other. Everything in the world is inauthentic, boring, a fake. There-
fore Leon and Bebert can sail boats, eat at restaurants, while away days
in bars playing chess, and talk-for only unending talk can erect a bar-
rier against the oblivion both of them sense. They are a pair of semi-
effeminate parrots endlessly squawking. They are what happens to
dilettantes at menopause. They camp.
Mrs. Bridge is Connell's first novel. It was a critical success and has re-
mained in print since its original publication in 1959. Connell has said
of the book: "I believe it was Chekhov who observed that people do
not go to the North Pole, or whatever; they eat cabbage soup and fall
off stepladders, I think he was right, which is why there is no extra-
ordinary event in the life of Mrs. Bridge." 2
A novel of 254 pages and 117 chapters, the structure of Mrs. Bridge
has been characterized as pointillist or mosaic. Each chapter, like a dot
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of paint or chip of glass, is complete within itself. To see the whole,
one must attain some distance. Details are amassed slowly and with
an apparent randomness that lends the book its reality. It could have
been called "A Life," as Maupassant might have titled it, for that is
what it is. Mrs. Bridge is a masterpiece, as many critics have said, but
in comparison with the breadth of Connell's later work, it is a very
small masterpiece. ~
India Bridge, who could never get ·used to her exotic first name, is
the wife of a·successful Kansas lawyer and the mother of three chil-
dren. The family is probably upper~middle class in income, completely
middle class in taste and temper. Mrs. Bridge learned early that
"though marriage may be equitable, love itself was not." The children
grow away from her: Ruth into an emancipated semi~Bohemian, rep-
resenting the sensual that escapes Mrs. Bridge; Carolyn into the
spoiled child of leisure, wanting only the country club and golf; and
Douglas, the youngest, grows up to be something Mrs. Bridge could
never understand-a self-sufficient young man. \
For India Bridge the virtues to be emulated and admired are lIplea~
antness, cleanliness, and mannerliness." She is Ivapid. Able to realize
dimly that love is not equitable, Mrs. Bridge never learns that life it~
self is an enormous inequality. Her sanguine, saccharine nature is her
insulation. She is abjectly purblind. But she is not totally empty even
though her important perceptions are inarticulate; life happens all
around her but seldom to her; she is befuddled and fumbling; she is
. eternally outside looking in, even outside of herself. India Bridge is
the mother of most Americans, a fact that makes her pitiful, real, and
worthy of compassion, as evidenced by Douglas' behavior during his
father's funeral-he immediately becomes the man of the house be~
cause he understands his mother's inability to cope, finding it both
natural-and sad. /
Mrs. Bridge's antagonist is Grace Barron. Grace does not know her
place. She argues art,· politics, and literature with men, and goes to the
shopping center in Levi's, tennis shoes, and a sweatshirt; she has been
known to play football with the neighborhood children. Grace com-
plains to Mrs. Bridge that ~~the orbit is too small." Finally, despairing
over her washing machine, Grace retreats into madness, eventually
committing suicide. Mrs. Bridge's reaction to Grace's suicide is typi~
cal: writing to Ruth in New York she says that the causes of Grace's
death are unknown but rotten tuna-fish salad is suspected.
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Visiting Grace before the suicide, Mrs. Bridge is silent because
"here was someone less confident of the future than herself. An evil, a
malignancy, was at work. Its nature she could not discern, though she
had known its carbuncular presence for many years. . . , a sour taste
in the mouth and a wild, wild desire."
One rainy night Mrs. Bridge is filled with self-pity, desire rises in
her, and she wishes tenderly to declare her love for her husband. Hear-
ing him enter the hall, she mns to greet him, overflowing with emo-
tion. "I see your forgot to have the car lubricated," he says. .
Another night, during a thunderstorm, Mrs. Bridge sees lightning
flash. It illuminates the room in which she is sitting. Her husband~
glances up from his paper, asks her if the clock strock, and she answers
that she does not think so. "She never forgot this moment when she
had almost apprehended the very meaning of life, and of the s"tars and
the planets, yes, and the flight of the earth." The key to this passage is
Matsuo BashD's famous haiku about the person who, seeing summer
lightning flash, does not feel that life is fleeting. With a few deft
strokes Connell establishes a basic difference between India and Wal-
ter Bridge.
Creaming her face before going to bed, Mrs. Bridge becomes aware
that "soundlessly, she was disappearing into white, sweetly scented
anonymity. Gratified by this she smiled, and perceived a few seconds
later that beneath the mask she was not smiling."
Connell might well have left India Bridge here. Instead she ends
trapped in her Lincoln, "half inside and half outside"-her position
throughout the novel-caIIing for help-"Hello? Hello out there?"-
but "no one answered unless it was the falling·snow."
Mrs. Bridge is a singular formal achievement. It is circum,spect and
gracious in style, oblique but with the center always in view. Never-
theless, because the central character is vapid and monolinear we are
continually returned to her inability to come to grips with anything.
India Bridge is overestablished; she learns nothing throughout the
course of the entire novel. As Grace Barron said, "the orbit is too
small."
THE ATTENTION WON by" The Patriot is attested to by the fact that the
original hardbound copy is available for fifty cents or adollar on the
remainder racks. It received scant critical attention, an event partially
attributable to the fact that Connell is always billed as "the author of
\
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Mrs. Bridge." But Connell is first an artist and his work cannot be
judged in terms of, nor be expected to conform to, a single critical
success. Mrs. Bridge is a book readily available to the reading public;
there is nothing turgid or nasty or obscene in it; anybody's mother can
pick it up and read it and enjoy it; it makes an excellent Christmas
present.
The Patriot is a bigger book in every way-both physically and in
theme-and it is a book obvi~usly close to Connell, perhaps the most
autobiographical of his works. The only comparison between the two
books is that the same man wrote both. If reviewers felt that this sec-
ond novel suffered badly when compared with Connell's "master-
piece," then their first obligation was to notice that because the two
books were radically different, they were not formally comparable-
the difference between a Kansas housewife and a young Naval air
cadet. When a book like The Patriot suffers at the hands of reviewers
with paradigms in mind, then the criteria used for comparison are
invidious.
The Patriot tells the story of Melvin Isaacs. Fresh out of high
school; Melvin enters Naval air-cadet training, washes himself out on
purpose, enters college after his discharge, and finally refuses to report
for a physical examination when the Korean War breaks out.
At SauBey Field, the station where no cadet washes out, Melvin,
having come to understarid and believe that war is senseless and ab-
surd, decides to kill himself. During his flight training he has learned
that death is a random, inexplicable, and unexpected event. It can
take any life at any time. Melvin's antagonist, Sam Home, believes
that death is just a mistake, something that happens when a man does
not follow the roles laid down in a flight manual or in a military code.
For Melvin, the mere existence of a role is not ~nough: ~ rule must be
backed by a reason and its mere existence is not an explanation of its
validity. But such is the nature of military life and, as Melvin learns,
military life resembles the world of children-role-governed but irra-
tional. Rules must be questioned and asking why is as natural as
breathing to Melvin. His trouble is that he wants reasons for doing
things.
On a bombing ron Melvin hits the target dead center. Everybody
knows it was an accident, pure luck. "Yes," Melvin says to Home, "I
was aiming at that peg-aiming right at it-but the fact that I hit it
was an accident... ~ Now should I receive credit or not? ... Or
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suppose you take another situation entirely-don't you see how odd it
could become?" Home, of course, sees nothing of the sort, but Mel·
vin is beginning to see clearly.
Melvin recalls a night when he was leading the cadets in a flight. He
mistook Mars for the tail·light of a plane and flew toward it, the rest
of the cadet squadron following blindly after "like lemmings." Unlike
Home, Melvin is always able to visualize himself as a victim; his flight
training has not made him special or exempt. He remembers the
deaths in training-a pilot who knew how to fly crashes and dies; an·
other, during gunnery practice, hits the sleeve that Melvin is towing
and crashes in the Gulf. Half asleep, clumsy and young, a bumbler,
Melvin becomes conscious of his duties to himself and to other hu-
man beings. He senses a fundamental dignity in living, something to
be preserved; but not by fighting. A moment of despair comes with
this newly found knowledge and Melvin decides to kill himself.
Choosing an old warhorse of an SBD Dauntless, its white stars
eaten away by rust and Japanese flags stenciled on its fuselage, Melvin
has picked the weapon he knows best. It is ironically appropriate that
he should choose this plane, one that has seen and survived the com·
bat he will never know. But on trying to enter the cockpit Melvin
finds the greenhouse rusted shut-"when he found himself locked out
-he remembered how often he had wanted something and had been
denied." He pounds on the rusted canopy till it opens.
Melvin's death in the plane is not meant to be as simple as he had
expected. He is a pilot now, thoroughly trained, and nearly as auto.
matic in his reactions as the "mindless mechanical conviction" of his
aircraft. He puts the plane into a climb, higher and higher, the air
becoming thinner, until the vibrations begin to shake the plane apart,
then noses it over in a dive, flaps retracted. Bemused, Melvin sits in
the cockpit with arms folded, "in dreamy indecision," and has a vision
of the nature of the world: "each event in human history was ante·
dated by another, and from it developed." Knowing this, Melvin gives
himself up to oblivion, resigned like a Buddhist to the blue annihila-
tion of the Gulf rushing to meet his diving plane.
Slowly but inexorably, and against his straining will, Melvin watches
his hand move forward toward the stick; then the other hand; then
both of them around the stick and pulling it back, trying to bring the
nose of the shuddering monster up, out of its dive. He watches his
body from a distance, at one remove, both fascinated and aghast that
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it will not do his bidding. He is simultaneously participant and wit-
ness, as if under the influence of some hallucinogenic drug. Then he
blacks out. On regaining consciousness, Melvin discovers his feet are·
pressed against the instrUment panel, the dials smashed and broken,
and blood is running from his nostrils. The plane, now safely out of
its dive, is nevertheless going to crash and Melvin, must decide wheth-
er to ditch in the Gulf or try to fly it in for a crash landing. He knows
he could easily escape being washed out simply by ditching, but he
would rather face scorn publicly than live with a lie privately. Again,
the bizarre aspect of the situation presents itself to Melvin. The plane
is old, unflightworthy, and if he ditches he could cite his reasons, tell-
ing a lie without lyingI That might be Home's way; Melvin refuses.
Heading in for a fiery 0 crash that he does not know he will survive,
his radio and instruments gone, the canopy covered with oil, and the
screaming plane coming apart bolt by bolt, Melvin has achieved a
kind of enlightenment.
The details and quality of the writing in this section are as fine, if
not better, than anything Connell rendered in Mr~ Bridge. The amass-
ing of minutiae on flying and military life in the preceding chapters
is made to pay rich dividends here. Connell has attained an artistic
peak that would seem hard to duplicate, and his comment on war, the
machines of war, and the men trained to operate those machines-as
well as the perception of the mind-body relationship (Melvin's body
will not let him kill itl) -is without parallel.
Melvin's suicide attempt represents the formal denouement of the
.~ novel. But Melvin still has a long way to go before he is able to shake
off the torpor clouding his spirit.
After being washed out of the aviation program, Melvin is assigned
to an officers' club in Texas where he shags golf balls on the driving
range for the duration. There, in relative peace, drawing pictures while
he sits behind the signs marking the range, Melvin learns that the war
is ended and reads of the horrors of Hiroshima: "There was a woman
whose skin slipped from her body in huge, glovelike pieces. A group
of children stood in a circle holding hands; their eyes had melted and
the fluid ran down their cheeks." By juxtaposing t!Je idyll of a country
club with Hiroshima, Connell demonstrates the absurd inequities of
war-officers lounging in the Texas sun and drinking while women.
and children die and other officers go down in flames.
Discharged, Melvin enters the university. As he had in service, he
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infuriates his professors by continually wanting reasons and causes.
During a fraternity initiation, when he remembers a photograph of an
Australian prisoner about to be beheaded by the Japanese, Melvin re-
fuses to kneel. He has voluntarily washed out again, rather than sub-
mit to a meaningless ritual without any justification other than its
mere existence.
Melvin Isaacs, the patriot, will continue to question, to do what he
believes is right even when no reason can be given. He is well aware
of the enormity of life, of the complexity of even the simplest decision.
His is an unerring sense of moral smell, a nose for the ethical, even if
his final stand is knowing what he will do without being able to state
the grounds for his action. The false patriot is Jake Isaacs, Melvin's
father, whose political philosophy is as subtle as a Rough Rider's. He
is a jingoist; his is a historically informed but uncritical patriotism
based on flag, mother, and country-that you are called is reason
enough. But not for Melvin. His ethical revolt against both his father
and his country is based on the principle that a man ought not to do
what he knows to be pointless, brutal, mindless, and wrong, even if
such acts are sanctioned: the dignity of the individual and of life is
more crucial.
In the final scene of the novel, a chapter both hilarious and grim,
Melvin has refuse4 to report for a physical examination. Korea has
erupted. Melvin's father has been marking the Conelrad frequen-
cies on Melvin's radio and has brought a garbage can (for water in
case of atomic attack) and a manual for survival. Grabbing the man-
ual, Melvin tears it in two, tosses it into the garbage can, and tells his
father to get out. "I know what I won't do," are Melvin's final words.
One of the things he refuses to do is to live in fear of disaster or to
contribute to the construction of a necropolis of fallout shelters. This
would be to live on the side of death, not life, and Melvin has learned
that death is the most ancient enemy, always the final victor. Yet
Melvin is no longer naive: he knows that even in a utopia children
will still die.
Notes from a Bottle Found on the Beach at Carmel stands as an ap-
parent hiatus in Connell's formal development. But the peculiar na-
ture of the work is only partly structural-the mosaic technique
carried a step further"":'and t~e themes it develops are consistent with
the rest of Connell's canon. The main interest of the work resides in
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the voice or tone of the narrator and in the formal assumptions neces-
sary to this kind of writing, a form that appears essentially new.
A fragment of Notes, more provincial, lumpy, prosy, and less in-
teresting, appeared in 1959 in Contact 3. Connell there remarked that
he frankly did not know what the writing amounted to but that it had
a curious fascination for him, like doing a complicated, private dance
unobserved. Three years later, very much altered and enriched, the
work appeared in full in Contact and was brought out-the following
year in a hardbound edition by Viking.
Kenneth Lamott, speaking for the editors when Contact devoted
the December 1962 issue to Notes, characterized the writing: "It
eludes the usual categories of literature, falling somewhere in that
dimly defined but extraordinarily fertile area where prose and verse,
fiction and nonfiction, metaphysics and science meet.7J Connell him-
self has said of the work: "I think of it as a work of close association
rather than free association"; on the form ..• "'cohesion' is as close
to 'structure' as I'd care to make it.7J At the end of the editors' in-
troduction in Contact, writing in the style of the work itself, Connell
declares his intention: "It is incumbent upon me to establish some /
image whereby / all men must judge / future interpretations, believ-
ing / in the value of mine. This I do tenderly, / humbly / and with a
,I knowledge of utter obligation.7J For lack of a better term, such writing'
'\ can be called "vatic.7Js
Works of vatic literature are as unpopular as they are infrequent in
contemporary American writing. It is only a bold or foolish writer
who would undertake a work that is in direct opposition to the in-
herent skepticism of the American temper, that empirical or prag-
matic attitude that judges all prophets false until proven valid, and
then, at best, as highly dubious. Yet far more important than the
climate opposed to such writing are the pitfalls within the medium it-
self, stumbling blocks that would seem to preclude success from the
beginning. ~ .
In a sense, vatic writing, like art for art's sake, is writing for the
sake of writing. Its joys are the density of prose often archaic in syntax
and diction; a delight in (and attention to) rhythm and the well-
turned phrase; the precise perception; the terse tautness of apothegm
and aphorism; the use of myth, esoteric lores, and b~arre facts; and
the viable image. Already the writer has assumed a heavy mantle and
runs many risks.
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Should the fatidic tone fail, vatic writing results in rhetorical flatu-
lence. The hyperbolic or elliptical style, together with the mythic lore,
may prove elusive. If an image or myth fails to properly illuminate a
part of the theme, the writing degenerates into inscrutability. In its
attempt to partake of the best of prose and verse, vatic writing raises
the question of how far the lyric impulse can be stretched. Or, more
generally, as John Wisdom once wrote on the nature of early analytic
philosophy: "It is not the stuff but the style that stupefies." For a
writer of Connell's ability the mere stupefaction of style would be a
disastrous result.
Unlike the novel or sonnet, vatic literature is not a literary form as
much as it is a style or posture or stance. A prophetic or oracular voice
is assumed together with a style appropriate to the fullest possible ex-
pression_ of that voice. Thus it can also suffer from over-richness.
There are a number of interesting assumptions that must be made
and met: these are the properties of the terrain as illustrated by Notes.
The medium of the writing is atemporal, allowing the narrator to
range at will through time; the stage is epical. Another premis~ is that
there are necessary, causal connections between past events and future
ones; that the past, if it does not completely prefigure the future, is
at least exemplary or emblematic of events to come. Unlike the
Humean universe of discrete, noncausal particulars, the universe as-
sumed here is well-ordered. The task set the narrator is to illumine the
teleology of the world. The point of view is sub specie aetemitate,
assuming the unity of human nature and human purpose, and the posi-
tion of the narrator is that of the mystic who, as Wittgenstein wrote,
views "the world as a limited whole." The world of Notes, similar to
Wittgenstein's world in the Tractatus, "waxes and wanes as a whole,"
and the narrator records this. Atrocity and brutality are the dark of the
moon; love and beauty, the full moon. There is, in Notes, an element
of Yeats' philosophy based upon the phases of the moon.
A crucial problem in this kind of writing, and one tied intimately
to the atemporal structure, is the use of a disembodied voice, a nar-
rator without individual, persollal identity who changes masks at will;
all the masks of time are available to him-he can be all men at all
times, a particular man at a particular time-a device that results in
the uneasy fact that he is nobody in particular. Space and time be-
come points of recapitulation, coordinates for heraldic moments in
the history of the human spirit.
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Because individual characterization does not occur in vatic writing,
there is little if any distance between author and.reader, the only buf-
fer being the elegance of the prose, the odd lore, and the incisiveness
of the imagery. There is no possibility of suspending disbelief or of
learning through the experiences of a character, as in a novel. Con-
sequently, we are given the author's truths without first having been
seduced into sharing his doubts. The relationship between author and
reader is litanical-prayer and response, incantation and reaction. Per-
haps the greatest single risk here is that all the rich embroidery of a
Penelope may issue in little more that a sampler to be hung on the
wall; in this case, should Connell fail···totally, instead of "God Bless
Our Happy Home" we would be handed "God Damn Our Rotten
World."
IF Mrs:Irndge is characterized as a mosaic form, Notes, moving even
further into the fragqtentary, is kaleidoscopic. Connell seems to have
had something like this in mind when the voyager of Notes writes:
"The barrel turns, the crystals tumble." This kaleidoscopic form poses
an interesting metaphysical.position in the book.
In a kaleidoscope a pair of plane mirrors provides the viewer with an
illusion of symmetry. Each- time the tube is turned, the pile of glass
changes position and the symmetry reappears under a different guise.
In terms of this metaphor, the reader's task is to unearth the principle
of order, thereby arriving at the crucial concerns of the work. Ideally,
as in the toy, the symmetry should always be present. It is the cohesive
constant.
Connell has further extended this notion to provide Notes with a
cosmological model of reality. The world, like the chips in the kalei-
doscope, can only be seen as ordered in a particular way. Unlike the
toy, in the real world man can never get through the illusory order to
that hypo~atiz.~~world beyond, which W. V. O. Quine has called "a
fancifully t~ss medium of unvarnished news." Connell in Notes
asks us to remove our conventional spectacles, to break down the bar-
riers and masks of our vision, and to return from our lethargic atavism
with new eyes. If Notes is to be successful, something like an epiphany
must take place.
THE VOICE OF THE VOYAGER-NARRATOR is basically that of Magus-
magician, seer, alchemist, sailor, conquistador, warrior, victim, poet,
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church father, anchorite, heresiarch, philosopher, executioner, and
scientist. The major theme of the voyage is to be found in the recur-
rence of alchemical imagery. The voyager's quest is to discover within
the soul of man a formula that will transform the gross spirit into
something precious. The soul is bipolar, bifurcated, Gnostic and
Mariichean in Connell's world, and he continually juxtaposes prayer
and creativity with bmtality, as in the opening sections where he
quotes in Latin the Lord's Prayer, then delineates the butchering of
a saint. The beauties of nature are opposed to the atrocities of
Hiroshima and the Nazi extermination camps. Animals throughout
become insignias of the beasts within the spirit of man, sometimes
beautiful in their symbolic expression of human longing; at others,
hideous in their viciousness. During the voyage, prehistoric monsters
are found still living off the shores of Madagascar and Australia and
these merge with the man-made mutants of Japan and Bikini Atoll.}
Astronomical theories of the destruction of the solar system are paral-
leled with thermonuclear annihilation; the ritual of execution, particu-
larly the ghastly ceremonialism of gas chamber and electric chair, coin-
cides with the deus ex machina morality of Dachau and Belsen.
"Perhaps it is true, / we are like those doves that stand / between
cathedral bells / until they have lost all sense of hearing," notes the
voyager, a man who has despaired of Western tradition because of the
crimes perpetrated in its name-"We live in the final tepid rays of
Christianity"-and who has turned to the Black Arts, Finnish magic,
shamanism, and lycanthropy. "Mankind yearns for annihilation. / The
earth shall revert to worms and the rolling sea / to plankton." Reflect-
ing on the great New W orId civilizations of the Maya, Inca, and Az-
tec, the voyager expresses his fear of a world reduced to dolmens and
stelae. _"One heart, one way," he admonishes: "Pass by that which
you cannot love."
Man's fall, like that of the Wandering Jew, is consciousness-to
suffer in anticipation, actuality, and recollection. "Natural things look
upon us / and our wonders with repugnance." The voyager asks what
is the color of wisdom and announces that it must have the color of
snow.
In Connell's view, man is caught halfway between the beast and the
angel, both locked in mortal combat for the possession of the soul of
which they are essential complements. We may take the beast to our
graves, but during our lifetimes it is capable of atrocities outstripping
the imagination. The plea of the voyager asks of our humanity that it
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be gentle and tender, that it relinquish the ways of terror and looV
lovingly upon the wonders of the world. The anguish of the voice is~
familiar: it is Damaso, the fisherman from Chihuahua, at the height
of his song; the voice of the young Augustine in the throes of doubt
and longing. Magus himself, "poised between the dream and the act,"
informs us that "credulity is greatest in times of calamity," and that
the millenium shall arrive when mankind has become unbelievably
atrocious.
Taking a point from an entry in Wittgenstein's Notebooks-uTo
pray is to think on the meaning of life."-Notes may best be regarded
as a psalter for post-thermonuclear man, the palimpsest of hibakusha.
. . . there is a person who abandons his choice, against right principle,
under the influence of passion, who is mastered by passion sufficiently
for him not to act in accord with right principle, but not so completely
as to be of such a character as to believe that the reckles pursuit of
pleasure is right. - Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics.
DURING THE YEARS, Connell has devoted nearly two hu red pages to
Muhlbach. This character first appears in "Arcturus," a novella-length
story in The Anatomy Lesson. He occupies three stories-"St. Augus-
tine's Pigeon," "The Mountains .of Guatemala," and HOtto and the
Magi"-in Connelrs second collection of stories, At the Crossroads.
"Arcturus" is prefaced with a quotation from Goethe, to whom
Muhlbach is distantly related-"Linger awhile, thou art so fair."-and
the story deals with a distasteful incident. Joyce, Muhlbach's wife,
once a beauty and femme fatale, is suffering from a terminal illness.
Motivated by sentimentality and by a desire to hold on to what little
of life remains, Joyce retreats into the past, inviting Sandy Kirk, an
ex-lover, to dinner. Muhlbach has obviously permitted this against his
better judgement and is an embarrassed and uneasy conspirator
throughout the story.
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Kirk arrives with an empty little Bohemian danseuse, Dee Borowski,
complete with a philosophy book under her arm. When Joyce appears
like an awful apparition, Dee is fascinated, never having encountered
the dying in her psuedo-intellectual circles. Kirk, who once loved
Joyce, is unnerved, particularly when he discovers that he still loves
her, a knowledge that Muhlbach has already perceived. Even though
Kirk and Muhlbach share a similar experience-their love of Joyce-
there is nothing in common between them. Kirk comes to understand
that Muhlbachloves Joyce unreservedly and that she returns her hus-
band's love both in kind and intensity.
Several salient facts about Muhlbach come to light in the story. He
is a successful businessman, a specialist in fire insurance. He is very
well read, a hunter, fond of astronomy, and when he talks he sounds
like a ticker tape, the words coming from his mouth with the finality
of epitaphs. Muhlbach, while he may appear sententious, is not trivial.
This "solid pedestrian," who disconcerts the worldly Kirk, prefers in-
tellectual pleasures to idle chatter.
"St. Augustine's Pigeon" resumes Muhlbach's course after Joyce's
death. Distraught with grief and overwhelmed with desire, Muhlbach
decides he needs a woman. He is hungry "for everything I am not but
would like to be"; he wants "a taste of Hell." The story is the tale of
his descent into a world that, as William S. Burroughs noted, is built
on the premise that sexual desires are to be aroused but not satisfied.
Finally, as the story ends, overcome with emotion and benumbed ljy
the night's frustrations, Muhlbach grabs the wrist of a waitress as she
sets his drink on the table. He could rape, an idea that startles but
does not shock him. This provides Connell with an occasion to ob-
serve contemporary man; his portrait is a perfect picture of Aristote-
lean incontinence:
"Frustration, disgust, anger, disappointment, the badly stained and
spattered image of himself, mauled dignity.... Yet he is a man... :
lecherous and unrepentant in the depths of exhaustion; desirous of
much more than can be reckoned; muddied by concupiscence; made
wild with shadowy loves; halted by the short links of his mortality and
deafened by conceit; seldom at peace; adulterous and bitter; rank with
imagined sin; exiled forever and yet ever returning, such he is."
"The Mountains of Guatemala" takes Muhlbach to a Christmas
party and is a story of rnalentendu, the empty cross-purposes and mis-
understandings in a group which has lost the means of communicating
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among its members. As Muhlbach rides the bus to the party, he has a
vision of his own soul; where he had been incontinent and tormented
in "Pigeon," he has resumed control in "Mountains": "an island
swarming with gesticulating monstrosities. -. . , the monsters his
desperate thoughts released, soon to be summoned underground again,
there to struggle against their chains and mutter in the night. Now
they are free . . . [but] they are isolated and cannot swim. He sees
one glare madly at the rippling surface, feels his vitals contract. Has
one learned? But the dwarf flings up its hands, shrieks, and goes
bounding back into the dance: Muhlbach realizes he has just drawn a
heavy breath."
It is in "Mountains" that Muhlbach, fatigued by the emptiness of
the Christmas party, states that he "accepts the madness of our time."
In a sense he must accept that madness: he has been building a fallout
shelter all winter, an odd occupation for a man of his sensibility. This
is the occasion for "Otto and the Magi."
Waiting for the evening's guests to pick him up, Muhlbach recalls
his son Otto's curious reaction when the plans for constructing the
shelter originally arrived. His son was strangely silent, sullen and desul-
tory when he did ask questions. Muhlbach himself found the model
shelter in the brochure an anomaly: a wheel-less exercycle in one
comer, a paleolithic painting of a bison on one wall, a child's rag doll
lolling on a bookshelf. The dosimeter reminded Muhlbach of a cameo
and the recessed TV of the blind eye of the future, mindless and
gray and dull.
When the guests arrive, Muhlbach shows them the shelter, an un-
comfortable experience for the women in the party. His next-door
neighbor, a Chinese engineer, notices a poem above the door. The
poem is by Boileau and it says that no matter what those Greek wise-
men with the crazy names may have said, all men are fools despite
whatever precautions they may take. Chong asks Muhlbach how he
can ridicule his own work. Muhlbach replies that it is himself he
ridicules.
Returned from the dinner party Muhlbach decides to spend the
night in the shelter. He has just gotten into bed when Otto appears
in the doorway and asks his father not to sleep there. Muhlbach tries
to reason with the boy but Otto stubbornly persists in his demand.
Finally, Muhlbach sends Otto back to bed and, for a moment, hears
his son singing outside. Then he falls asleep, dreaming of World War
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III, a world reduced to dolmens and stelae. A vampire bat attaches it-
self to his throat in the dream; silver objects plunge into the street and
the sky is filled with the fire trails of missiles. Awakened with a start
Muhlbach finds that he cannot breathe. The shelter is without air. He
struggles from the shelter into the backyard where he finds a potato
stuffed into-the air-intake pipe. He recalls Otto's singing and begins to
weep. Recovering his composure, Muhlbach says to the night, "Surely
the boy cannot reject this age of reason."
fn "Pigeon" and "Mountains" Connell develops a device as simple
as it is ingenious. He dispenses with quotation marks, presenting all
thoughts and remarks in the present and thus blurring the normal
narrative distinction between what a person thinks and what he says.
This simple principle allows Connell to strike a balance between first-
person and third-person narrative, and makes Muhlbach absolutely
central, as in "Mountains" where the richness of his thoughts is in
marked contrast to the ticker-tape style of speaking "Arcturus" led us
to expect of him. Though Muhlbach may talk like a machine, the
richness of his inner life belies the public image of his pedestrian, bur-
gherish mien. If Muhlbach is publically unremarkable, privately his
mind is a spectrum of human emotion enriched with an ironic intel-
ligence.
Or say that you draw pictures of a man and woman fulfilling the
promise of love; you will be positively arrested, you will be imprisoned.
You may represent hate in the most egregious fashion, you may picture
all conceivable butcheries, that is permissible, but love is more alarm-
ing. - Connell
"THERE'S A SORT OF DREADFUL AUGURY in the birdcall screams of wom-
en," is one of Earl Summerfield's earliest entries in his, diary, made
after seeing three women fighting in the street. It is through the
character of Earl Summerfield, his scrapbook, and his diary that Con-
nell will show precisely how alarming love can be.
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Earl Summerfield is the central character of The Diary of a Rapist.
He is twenty-six years old. His nose is pointed, his hairline receeding;
he has winglike ears, a chipped tooth, bad breath, puckered lips, a
bulgy forehead, a watery chin; he weighs one hundred sixty pounds
and waddles because of middle-age spread and the stool upon which
he perches at the Employment Bureau five days a week. He is not well,
suffering aphasia, palpitations of the heart, attacks of vertigo, and
shortness of breath. He sometimes loses his balance while walking
and has blacked out a few times.
Earl characterizes the daily routine at the Bureau: "We may be
figures in a yellowing myth-our pens scratching along under Houres-
cent lights, now and then the rattle of a bottle sliding down the trough
of the Coke machine. Every time I hear that noise it frightens me."
Every aspect of Earl's life is presided over by women. He was reared
by maiden aunts. He is married to Bianca, a sour, infertile, nosepicking
schoolteacher who reads the stockmarket page, is. seven years Earl's
senior, and whose sole ambition is to better her position within the
administrative echelons of the school system. Besides Bianca, whom
he hates ("but not enough to kill"; "I have the soul of a cocker
spaniel."), there is Fensdeicke, his immediate supervisor at the Bureau,
a sick and nervous old maid eternally coughing into a lace handker-
chief. ·At one point Earl is assured of a promotion; but a woman is
broughtjn from another part of the state to fill the job. Aneurine is the
woman's name ~nd she has a red, crippled leg. Later, one of Earl's col-
leagues, a drunken lecher, is promoted. There is no justice. If it were
not for women, Earl knows that he would be famous-a professor on a
world tour of lecturing or a great creative artist. Once he compares
himself to the volatile Benvenuto Cellini. He desires to make the gos-
sip columns, to. be a figure of some public notice no matter how
ephemeral.
It is not only women and the world that conspire against Earl. He
is his own worst enemy and becomes possessed by precisely those
"monstrosities" that Muhlbach was able to hold in check. The dwarfs
in Earl's spirit have learned to swim. Unlike Muhlbach in "Pigeon,"
a man giving in tote~t still in control, Earl's incontinence,
combined with his bitter despair, becomes despotic. He is out of con-
trol; finally, nightmarishly monstrous. But Earl is never completely
insane; madness for him would be a blessed and welcome release, the
attainment of a desired end no matter how obsessive. For Earl, how-
ever, there is only demonic possession without insanity's surcease.
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Prayer is equally inefficacious: uHave tried praying, it doesn't help. My
knees hurt and the words break between my teeth like eggshells. What
will become of me?"
As despair encroaches, Earl imagines that he tattooed the USign of
the Cross on the soles of my feet. I was arrested and when they asked
me what it meant I replied that in this way I mock Jesus by trampling
upon him with every st~p." A transient feeling of prior existence
comes over him and he writes: "My heart feels greasy, heavy as a lump
of coal. ... I'll wear dark glasses & stuff cotton in my ears." People
have begun to look like figures seen through the wrong end of binocu-
lars.The regression within is complete. Toward the end of the book,
this entry: "If God has truly ordered the universe Man cannot do
wrong. It is He who points out the direction to us & establishes the
power of choice. It is He who places within our sight the objects of
desire. Wherever we turn our faces we see what he has created. I be-
lieve this." But we are not dealing here with the holy man of the hu-
man spirit but with the black beast of its darkest environs. Earl is
demonized,one upon whom the black ox has trod, and the voice in
which he speaks, though couched in the diction of Augustine, is the
maniacal voice of Restif de Bretonne or the. Marquis de Sade.
Life rattles down. its chute; Earl distintegrates before our eyes. He
bays like a wounded animal, sometimes like an enraged one. Pitifully,
he stoops in the street and writes, "SAVE US!"; he understands that
in his anonymity-the only way he could be noticeably different would
be if he were to tattoo his face. Yet it is his essential cipherhood that
allows him to pass unnoticed. As Djuna Barnes stated in Nightwood:
uThere is not one of us who, given an eternal incognito, a thumbprint
set nowhere against our souls, would not commit rape, murder, and all
abominations." It is Earl's facelessness that allows him to commit
rape and establishes the fact that he will neither be caught nor sus-
pected. This is only a part of the horror of Earl Summerfield: the
hideousness of his soul is more apalIing.
DENIED BOTH MADNESS AND PRAYER, Earl's suffering is almost unbear-
able, a human being submerged in lightIess, oceanic depths of such
.great pressure that the slightest movement may result in the crushing
of the organism. But Earl is permitted to fall in love, a state that can
be joyous: only for Earl love results in his willful suicide at the hands
of another person. In Dostoievski's sense, Earl Summerfield is one of
the great sinners, and his ulti~edemption in death, unlike that of
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the saint, will be his absolute annihilation, for him a state preferable
to the torments of living.
At the annual Washington's Birthday festivities in Golden Gate
Park, Earl sees Mara St. Johns win a beauty contest. He loathes the
sight of her, wanting to pull her down from the platform and expose
her for the exhibitionistic filth he knows her to be.
Before seeing Mara, Earl had begun keeping his scrapbook of hor-
rors and sexual crimes, a companion volume of illustrations for his
diary. He collects every item he can find that deals with sexual assualt
and violence. He dotes on descriptions of executions and the behavior
of the men on Death Row, remarking in his diary that they were
caught because they were either retarded or perverted. Being superior,
Earl knows he is exempt; he is unable to visualize himself as a victim;
"Knowing you are superior is a curse." For Earl the scrapbook is a
banquet laid for a necrophagic feast. P-
Earl soon becomes a nocturnal hellhound. He begins peeking
through windows, originally "in hopes of finding signs of life." All he
sees are corpselike creatures stunned into numbness by the phospho-
rescence of their 1V sets. He steals underwear from clotheslines, spies
on Bianca's girl tutees, dresses in his wife's clothes, photographs him-
self naked; he begins following women at night, probably molesting
some; finally, he ent~rs houses.-Jlt night and leaves his "calling card,"
crawling about on the floors moaning like a distraught animal, some-
times blacking out and awakening with terror in somebody else's
home. The Prince of Darkness already has Earl warmly enfolded in
his cloak when Earl writes: "If a woman's asleep or dead she doesn't
judge you, no need to be afraid." Here is the authentic voice of the
rapist.
The reader is now embarked on a voyage through one of the darkest
nights of the soul ever encountered in literature. Earl's downward
progress is a perverse embodiment of St. John of the Cross's epigram,
"I live and yet no true life I know I And living thus expectantly I I
die because I do not die." While St. John longs for the mystical death
of traditional Christianity, Earl, in Manichean opposition, becomes
the black saint; maimed, he is one of the living dead; his androgynous
soul pants its fetid dogbreath of loathing and hate as he descends
deeper and deeper into the pits of Hell. ~
ON JULY 4, knowing that there will be a fireworks display on the
Marina, Earl goes to the church where Mara teaches religious classes
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at night. With the aid of a pair of garden shears stolen during one of
his nocturnal prowls, he rapes Mara in the alley beside the church.
This is the fonnal denouement of this spiralling novel. The act of rape
totally transfonns Earl's life, but with a metamorphosis for which he
was totally unprepared. He falls hopelessly in love with his victim.
Anonymously he sends Mara presents, calls her on the telephone;
because he knows he can never possess her, these calls always end in
obscenities for which Earl rebukes himself throughout the diary.
Overwhelmed by his love for Mara, Earl decides to give himself up to
her on Christmas day, to beg her for her forgiveness and to plead with
her to return his love. The diary ends on Christmas, the last pages of
the book bearing only the dates of the last six days in December.
AFTER THE ABOVE SUMMARY, to call The Diary of a Rapist a love story
may sound outrageous and absurd, if not obscene. Nevertheless, black
though it is in delineation, the book is a love story; Connell has shoWn
one aspect of the alarmingness of love. If Notes was the psalter, Diary
is the litany of the Black Mass to be celebrated for the damnation of
post-thermonuclear man, whose only salvation, like Earl's, may lie in
his utter destruction.
In Earl's deranged mind Mara St. Johns becomes one of the great
sorceresses of history and legend: Vivian, who held Merlin in thrall
by the very spells he had taught her; Salome and Carmen, Delilah and
Tosca. Earl Summerfield is a victim of the Medusas, women of such
rare beauty that they tum men into monsters or stones.
When Earl rapes Mara he is Tarquin raping Lucrece, maddened by
her unpossessable beauty. But when he· is willing to expose himself
publicly in order to profess his love, Earl is Holofernes approaching
the tent of Judith. This is Connell's monumental irony: Earl, as
Holofernes in reverse, knows that he will die. He knows that love is
born of violence, as Venus came from the sea out of the dismembered
arm of her father. Where he had once been superior, above and be-
yond punishment, his love has forced him to join the community of
victims. As Connell wrote in Notes, perhaps taking his thought from
Camus or Paz, "The community of victims is identical with the com-
munity of executioners." ~icheI Leiris makes the point admirably
when he writes: "... what for me is the profound meaning of sui-
cide: to become at the same time oneself and the other, male and fe-
male, subject and object, killed and killer-the only possibility of com-
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munion with oneself. If I think of absolute love-that conjunction not
of two beings (or of a being and the world) but rather of two great
worlds-it seems to me that it cannot be achieved save by means of ex-
piation, like that of Prometheus punished for having stolen fire. A
punishment one inflicts on oneself in order to have the right to love
oneself to excess-this, in the last analysis, is the meaning of suicide." 4
Although Earl is a man damned without any chance of salvation at
the end of the book, his tragically perverted love and his entry into the
world of the living, where he will be executed summarily, is indeed
pitiful. One can and must weep for Earl Summerfield, which is a
reason for the stature of Connell as an artist.
The Diary of a Rapist, grisly as it is, is Connell's masterpiece. It's
landscape is Goya's in The Disasters of. War etchings-the final hu-
i man scream and agony of those broken on the wheel of atrocity. Earl
Summerfield is the beast within us all, the Manichean purity and
personification of Evil, .here contending in ironic victory for the soul
of mankind. Indicted by society, Earl is himself an indictment of so-
ciety, of that terrain of violence, sexual advertisement, and aggression;
heresy here is a pact between man and the modern environment.
As Earl disintegrates and falls in love, knowing this entails his death,
he becomes prophetic and verges on·being truly superior. Evil, Con-
nell maintains against Scholasticism, is not an absence of good or a
defect in the order of being-if it were, how could one be tempted?-
but a force as positive as fire, and its contemporary manifestations,
though fragmentary, may be found in today's weapons-napalm, ex-
ecution chambers, and inquisition.
Earl's diet of horror is common enough food. It may be found in
the newspapers or on the TV or on any drugstore newsstand-the he-
.man magazines that advertise "Jap and Nazi" atrocity photos in their
back pages and whose covers are garishly decorated with scantily clad
women (in outrageous underwear and wearing Gestapo armbands)
who are busily torturing a group of GIs whose faces register the
heights of ecstasy.
Meditating on the nature of women, Earl wrote: "They never ex-
perience the world as it truly is-always living within themselves
brooding and calculating. What do they know about the human
Spirit? The universe bores them. Their only urge is toward personal
satisfaction, weakening a man and sucking away his power. Jellies,
mold that grows on bread, rind of rotten fruit, infection, suppuration,
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evil odors that drift around during the night, colorless poisons, caverns
full of dead little bodies. Unelean alChemies. Yes, that tells the story
of them." 5 .
This is not only a perfect example of the blending of Notes and the
themes of the Muhlbach stories, it also shows with what subtlety Con-
nell moves from ordinary garbage in the kitchen to extraordinary filth
in the soul. Like many of the affiicted forced to live within a delusional
system, Earl has the uncanny ability of putting himself outside of
himself, thereby absolving himself of guilt and allaying self-criticism.
His observations of the external world are equally as true of the in-
ternal world of himself, salve veritate. When he made the above entry,
Earl's metamorphosis was complete: he had become a gynandrous
microcosm.
The final entry in the diary, made on Christmas day before Earl
lovingly surrenders himself to the murderous hands of his Judith, is a
chilling irony, the final twist of Connell's spiral-bladed knife: "In the
sight of our Lord I must be one of many."
THE MANICHEAN AND GNOSTIC HERESIES may have been unsound
theologically, but they are perceptive models for th~ nature of the hu-
man spirit. The problem with heresy is not that it is necessarily wrong
but that it represents a hasty solution to the problem of evil. As Con-
nell remarked in Notes: HFor beatification two miracles are required /
for martyrdom, none." Saint and heretic alike are martyred. For Con-
nell evil must be recognized, reckoned with, and defeated, and he sug-
gests that this is each man's individual battle, to be waged privately
within himself. Only when the dark glass between man and his true
self is removed, Connell maintains with Augustine, shall our darkness
be as noonday. Connell may say with the anonymous meteorologist of
Last Letters from Stalingrad, HI always thought in light years, but I
felt in seconds," and with George Mills: "I live at the bottom of a well
and see the stars by day."
• Gus BLAISDELL has published poetry in Salted Feathers and NMQ.
Tn"bal Press issued a volume of his verse in 1965 and will publish a second
group of poems in the near future. He is an assistant editor at UNM Press.
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NOTES . \L
In order of appearence, the epigraphs introducing sections of the g:ay
are from the following sources: George Mills, Go I Know Not Where,
Bring Back I Know Not What, Denver: Alan Swallow, 1961; James Jerome
Walsh, Aristotle's Conception of Moral Weakness, New York & London:
Columbia University Press, 1963; Evan S. Connell, Jr., "A Brief Essay on
the Subject of Celebrity with Numerous Digressions and Particular Atten-
tion to the Actress, Rita Hayworth," Esquire, Mar. 196,.
1. This paragraph is a paraphrase of Robert Jay Lifton,' "Psychological
Effects of the Atomic Bomb in Hiroshima-The Theme of Death,"
Daedalus, Vol. 92, No. 3, Summer 1963, pp. 462--<)7.
2. Neal Morgan, Wilson Library Bulletin, "WLB Biography: Evan S.
Connell, Jr.," Apr. 1963, p. 6<),.
3. lowe a great debt for the sharpening of my ideas on vatic writing to
correspondence with Luis Harss on Notes, which I gratefully acknowledge
here. The quotation on cohesion is from personal correspondence with
Connell: an undated letter ca. October, 1964.
4. Michel Leiris, Manhood, trans. Richard Howard, New York: Gross-
man Publishers, 1963, p. 93; passim. The conceptual similarities between
Leiris, Djuna Barnes, and Connell are extremely interesting in terms of The
Diary of a Rapist, but that would require another essay.
5. Evan S. Connell, Jr., The Diary of a Rapist, New York: Simon &
Schuster, 1966, p. 73.
Unless otherwise noted all quotations from Connell are from the editions
of his work listed at the end of the es~ay.
Books by Evan S. Connell, lr.
The Anatomy Lesson and other stoties, New York: The Viking Press, Inc.,
1957
Mrs. Bridge, New York: The Viking Press, Inc, 1959
The Patriot, New York: The Viking Press, Inc., 1960
Notes 1r00A a Bottle Found on the Beach at Carmel, New York: The Vik-
ing Press, Inc., 1962-
At the Crossroads, New York: Simon and Schuster, Inc., 1965
The Diary of a Rapist, New York: Simon and Schuster, Inc., 1966
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UFE IN THE" NORTH
DURING THE CML WAR
ASOURCE WSTORY
by Goorge WinstonSmitk &Charles Judah
THE CBISIS of the .American Civil War, with its draft riots, its
economic and social dilemmas, has been obscured in the short-
hand of historical 81JlDJIUU'izing. This book deals in depth with
daily "Life in the North" and captures the pulse of the 1860's.
Outside the battle lines, ambivalence prevailed. At no time
was there complete mobilization, and people of means eould
avail themselves of lumries. For the North, the war began as a
camival,but after the bloody Second·Battle of BuB Run, civilian
life 8SSlUIled nightmare aspects when lack of foresight began to
take its toll. Yet side by side with this were frenetic social ae-
tivities,art exhibits, musical events, prize fights, political rallies,
and the rise of the !eD8ational dime novel. The story is here
fully unfolded out of the pages of. newspapers and magazines
from every section of the North, and the authors maintain
continuity through cogent comments. IDustrations from contem-
porary media recreate the atmosphere of the thnes.
In the words of the people themselves, controversies of the
day emerge: the Negro.as a poJitical,social, and economic fac-
tor; theStatDs of the soldier-eitizen; conflicting attitudes toward
the South; the rise.of~ production and industrial capital-
ism; "great sacrifices brushed elbows with craven rejection of
responsibility." Blood and heroism have had their full dramatic
~~ in other boo~Lile in. tke North shows the other side
of the Civil War.
DJL. ···GEORGE WINSTON SMITH, professor of History at the
University ofN~w Mexico, collaborated with Dr. Judah on
Tkellnchos611i,"a bookabout nine Americans who have sought
hut·heen unau~iJl theit bid for presidential nomination.
DB.,CIWUS J'D4H, professot .01 govermnent at the University
of New M=co since •1.'1, has written popular historical
nove1s,f0m.BoJZe,8IldChri.!lopherH_hle. He.is author of the
book 'f~NJ)rfk American Fisheries ,ami British Policy m1713.
6 x g*. in., 416 pp.,3S~, bihliog.,mdex. $6.50
TtJ.uNIVERSfIT
OF.NBWMBX.ICO
p'R'eSS
ALllUQUEJtQUE
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